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USU to receive $30.4 million
BROOK Cox
Staff Writer

Utah State University's Space
Dynamics Laboratory (SDL)has
recently been selected to build
a satellite instrument that will
improve the way people are
able to see the weather patterns around the earth.
The project will be managed
by NASA's Langley Research
Center and USU expects to
receive $30.4 million for its role
in the project, according to Gail
Bingham, an SOL researcher
and USU biometeorologist.
The mission, called Earth
Observing 3, will use an instrument called GIFTS
(Geostationary Imaging Fourier
Transform Spectrometer) to
study the weather in Earth's
atmosphere.
"This space flight demonstration will involve genuinely revolutionary measurement
approaches that will have a
major impact on Earth system
science," said Ghassem Asrar,
NASA Associate Administrator
for Earth science.
"The eventual incorporation
of this technology on geostationary weather satellites would
provide up-to-the minute information never before available
on active severe weather sys-

USU students at the Space
terns such as hurricanes and
tornadoes."
Dynamics Laboratory helped
·we have won the chance to
with the proposals for the proleap frog the technology of cur- ject and many will also be able
rent weather sensors by 20
to help with the building of the
years," Bingham said.
instrument, but the project will
be led by a professional engiCurrently weather is viewed
from space with satellites that
neering team, Bingham said.
have only one senThe Dynamics
sor, but with GIFTS
hopes to begin
'We h.avewon the Lab
in about two
more than 32,600
sensors will be able
ch.anceto leapfrog months after a
to view the weather,
formal contract is
the technologyof solidified,
Bingham said. GIFTS
will be able to
currentweather Bingham said.
After that,
observe a new area
sensorsby 20
Bingham said, it
of 317 miles every 10
will be at least
seconds, meaning
years.'
that it will only take
three years before
they will be able
GIFTS 30 minutes to
view one side of the
to launch the
• Wll BINGHAM •
earth, Bingham said.
instrument.
SDLJUSf.ARCHfR
Along with
According to a
improving observaNASA press
tional capabilities,
release, the entire
GIFTS is intended to be able to
Earth Observing 3 mission will
provide additional and more
cost approximately $105 million
detailed information.
and is part of NASA's New
"One big advantage,"
Millennium Program.
Bingham said, "is that you can
Other members of the prosee constituents in the atmosject's team include the
phere. like water vapor, much
Massachusetts Institute of.
Technology, the University bf
better. We see water vapor
Wisconsin Space Science and
when there is enough of it to
Engineering Center, Lincoln
get lumpy and form clouds. In
Labs and the National Oceanic
the right bands, though, you
and Atmospheric
can see water vapor before it
Administration.
condenses."

Committee advances bill
that would outlaw stalking
.Food, drinks and prizes wereofferedto students like BradI Jansonwho visited the student loan expo Friday.TireExpo

was designedto helpstudents find financialhelpfor school.

Students check out new financial aid applications
D'ARTAGNON WELLS

Staff Writer

With the start of a new year
comes the season for financial
aid application and the Utah
State University Financial Aid
Office was revved up Friday to
help students. At the fourth
annual Financial Aid Frenzy in
the Taggart Student Center.
Friday participating vendors,
the Scholarship Office and the
Financial Aid Office had booths
set up to assist students with
any questions or concerns they
had concerning their individual
financial needs.
Judy LeCheminant. director
of Financial Aid at Utah State
University, said the Frenzy is
held around the second week of
school to help remind students
that this is the time to apply or
reapply for their student aid for
the next year of school.
It's also to keep students
informed about changes made
to the 2000-01 financial aid
application.
According to the leaflet that

accompanies the new application, changes that have been
made are:
• Question 28 gives instructions to students about convictions for drug offenses.
• Questions 61-64 collect
parents' Social Security
Numbers and last names.
• Questions 66 and 87 ask
for the number of people in the
household who are attending
college. This number no longer
includes parents , according to
the leaflet.
In the current application
there are two forms that need
to be filled out: the Free
Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA)and the Verification
Application (VAPP).The FAFSA
needs to be filled out and sent
with the envelope provided. The
VAPPneeds to be filled out and
returned to the Financial Aid
Office on campus to verify the
information provided to the
federal government.
During the Frenzy, the
Financial Aid Office had slide
projector presentations with

Drunk driver sentenced to
up to I 5 years in prison
SALTLAKE CITY (AP)
- The drunken driver
who caused a multi-car
crash that resulted in the
death of a 4-month-old
baby has been sentenced
to up to 15 years in
prison.
Jesus Ramirez-Gatica,
36, was sentenced Dec.
20 to three consecutive
terms of up to five years
in prison for driving into
a traffic jam on
Interstate 15, setting off
a chain reaction of collisions on Feb. 27.
Ramirez-Gatica was
driving 70 mph and had
a blood alcohol level of

0.27, more than three
times the legal limit in
Utah.
In sentencing
Ramirez-Gatica, 3rd
District Judge Roger
Livingston doled out the
maximum penalty
allowed by law.
The crash killed
Matthew Affleck, who
was sitting in the back
seat of his parents'
Honda.
Ramirez-Gatica plead ed guilty in October 1999
to automobile homicide
and two counts of driving
under the influence, all
third-degree felonies.

1902

useful FAFSAinformation for
students.
According to the projection,
some common mistakes have to
do with making sure the following information is filled out correctly in applications:
• Ensuring the name on
applications matches the name
on the aµplicant's Social
Security card.
• Entering the date of birth
rather than the current date in
its proper field.
• Sign all applicable areas of
the application.
Negligence in any of these
areas may delay application
processing by two to four weeks,
according to information provided at the Frenzy.
It is also a good idea to send
applications in early. Early
applicants have a greater
chance for supplemental grants.
work-study and Perkins loans,
LeCheminant said.
FAFSAapplications can be
filled out on the web at
www.fafsa.ed.gov to save two to
four weeks processing time.

Candles in
the dark
MarcosFlores,as well as other
st11dentsal11rnni
and professors,
gatherd to light candlesfor the
causeof equal rights Tuesday
night. A moment of silencefollowed tirelighting of the candles
for the memoriesof those who
fought for equalrights. See story
011 Page5.

SALTLAKECITY (AP)- A
loophole in Utah law makes it
impossible for a victim to get a
restraining order against a
stalker if the two did not live
together first.
On Tuesday, a House committee gave its approval to bill
by Rep. Lawanna Shurtliff, DWeber, that would close that
hole. Shurtliff says the bill
appears to have broad support
and expects a smooth road
toward approval.
But the bill won't become
law soon enough for Michelle
Reilly.
Last year Reilly was harassed
by an ex-boyfriend, Michael
VanGerven. VanGerven began
making threatening phone calls,
which soon developed into
death threats .
Then, on Jan. 22, 1999,
VanGerven broke into her parents' Cottonwood Heights
home. Michelle Reilly escaped
out the back door, but
VanGerven took her mother,
Renee, and father, John,
hostage. He shot them both in
the back of the head before
escaping. John Reilly was killed
instantly. The other bullet ricocheted off Renee Reilly's skull.
shattering her jaw but sparing
her life.
VanGerven shot and killed
himself the next day.
"There was no sign of him

a

being unstable, but when he
called and threatened my life I
took it very seriously and it was
hard for me that nobody else
did," said Reilly after Tuesday's
hearing
Reilly had gone to police
seeking help and was told all
she could pursue was a claim of
telephone harassment.
"Because she had not cohabitated with her boyfriend, she
could not get a protective
order," said Shurtliff. "A life
could have been saved if this
law had been in place."
Shurtliff said she began work
on the bill two years ago. Last
year it passed both chambers of
the Legislature, but House lawmakers didn't make the bill a
funding priority and it died
because of its $102,000 price
tag.
This year, Shurtliff included
a $75 fee to file for a protective
order, dropping the cost to
$51000.
The House Judiciary
Committee gave its unanimous
approval to the bill, which will
move to the full House for consideration .
Meantime, Renee Reilly still
is undergoing reconstructive
surgery and the family is deal ing with the trauma of the
event, said Michelle Reilly.
"We're slowly getting it back
together," she said.

Executive
Council
to
propose
$2 fee increase
to Board
of Regeants
DOUG SMEATH

Senior News Writer

The Associated Students of
Utah State University Executive
Council will propose a $2 student fee increase today to the
.Student Fee Board.
The Board, chaired by
ASUSU Student Advocate Matt
Malouf, is made up of various
elected ASUSU officials, students and USU Assistant Vice
President of Student Services
Gary Chambers.
The Board decides which fees
to approve and then makes its
recommendation to USU
President George H. Emert. He
then submits his recommendation to the State Board of
Regents and the State Board of
Trustees, both of which usually
approve the recommendation,
ASUSU President Nate
Anderson said.
Each year. the Board gets
about $20 or $30 in fee applications, Anderson said. They usually approve about $5 of that,
he said.
Anderson said fees usually
increase in proportion to
tuition increase. Because of this
year's tuition increase,
Anderson said fees should
increase about 3 percent.
"That's not set in stone, but
that's just a general guideline:
Anderson said.
The council voted to recommend a $ 2 fee increase for
upcoming semesters.
The recommendation was
based primarily on discrepancies between building and
maintenance funding and student activity funding. Anderson
said a past fee allocation was to
be split in half, with 50 percent
going to building and maintenance and 50 percent to activi ties .
Anderson said over time the
proportions came closer to 90
percent for activities and 10
percent for building.
Anderson said Chambers has
requested an increase in student fees to equalize the funding without cutting the activities budget.
He said a $1.25 increase

JumptoASUSU.Page3
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> Israel
talksaboutHoloc
aust-era banking
JERUSALEM(AP) - Israel will publish a list of 1,000
unclaimed bank accounts from the Holocaust era in an effort
to help survivors and their heirs recover assets.
The dormant accounts, none conta ining more than the
equiva lent of abo ut $150, have been held by the state for over
50 years, Custod ian General Shmuel Tsur told reporters on
Tuesday.
Some 14.000 bank accounts and other types of assets held
by the government, worth about $58 million, however, will not
be released for another year, Tsur said. He said it will take
that long to examine the files, of which 7,900 are presumed to
belong to Holocaust victims.
The announcement comes just days after Israel's largest
bank, Bank Leumi, posted thousands of its dormant accounts
dating back to World War II on the Internet.
Yoram Dori, spokesman for the World Jewish Restitution
Organization. which is fighting to restore Holocaust-era property in 23 countries, called the announcement "an important
step in the right direction."
In the uncertain days leading up to and during the war.
European Jews deposited assets in banks in British-mandated
Palestine to protect their property from Nazi confiscation .
At the outbreak of World War II, Britain issued a "Trading
with the Enemy Order" freezing the assets of people living in
Germany or Nazi-occupied countries.
After the war, several thousand accounts remained
unclaimed - mostly, it is presumed, because their owners
were among the 6 million Jews who perished in the
Holocaust.
With the birth of the state of Israel in 1948; the accounts
were transferred to Israel's Finance Ministry and later to the
General Custodian for Wards, which handles unclaimed assets.
The 1,000. accounts will be posted on the Internet within
two or three months, Tsur said.
..
He said the government is pressing Israeli banks to release
information on unclaimed accounts they ho1J, estimated to be
worth $15 million.

Snowshoe, Ski and
Snowboard sale.

77 North Main ,
Downtown Logan,
752-2934

> Albright
defends
economic
embargoes

I

•

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - In an editorial published Tuesday
in a medica l journal. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright
defended the effects of economic embargoes on public health.
Critics of U.S. foreign policy charge that the sanctions punish the Iraqi an d Cuban people and are not a morally acceptable tool of diplomacy.
·
Albright expr essed total support for the Clinton administration's sanctions against Iraq and Cuba to thwart the_building
of weapons of mass destruction by Saddam Hussein and to
push Fidel Castro toward democracy.
"There would be no better route to greater prosperity and
improved public hea lth in Cuba than a government that was
accountable to its people," Albright said in the Annals of
Internal Medicine, published in Philadelphia.
As for Saddam. "there is no greater enemy to public health
in Iraq than he," Albright said.
Al'pright sai,cL5a<ldq,r,n,~not using the available resoµrce6
for the intended purposes ..She said the United Nations
reportep, tbi::Iri:1qj,govep1,nent spent only $9.5 million of the
$ 25 miI'Uon set aside for nutrition supplies for vulnerable children, pregnant women and nursing mothers.
The Rev. Joseph A. Fiorenza, president of the National
Conference of Catholic Bishops, said the sanctions against
Iraq "have long ceased to be a morally acceptable tool of
diplomacy." The bishops have also said that the American
embargo of Cuba deprives the neediest people of essential
foods and medicines.
·

> Former
CIA
director
hurtin planecrash
··
WASHINGTON (AP)- Former CIA Director Adm. Stansfield
Turner is being treated at Brooke Army Hospital in San Antonio
after a weekend plane crash in Costa Rica that killed his wife, a
family spokesman said Tuesday.
Turner's condition is listed as "critical but stable," said the
spokesman, Charles Battaglia .
"He's doing a little better today," Battaglia said. He said
Turner remains in an "induced coma" to remove pressure from
broken ribs.
There has been no decision yet on surgery, Battaglia said.
Turner was flown from Costa Rica to Texas on Monday
aboard a private air ambulance.
Turner, 76, is a retired admiral who served as CIA director
under President Carter between 1977 and 1981.
Turner's wife, Eli Karen, died in the accident Saturday along
with three other passengers .
Seventeen passengers and three crew members were aboard
the Czech-built LET410, operated by Taxi Aereo
Centroamericano , which crashed into a house shortly after tak ing off for Tortuguero national park on the Caribbean coast.
The cause of the crash was under investigation.

> Boyacquitted
of plotting
.school
massacre
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PORT HURON, Mich. (AP)-A jury on Tuesday acquitted a 14year-old boy charged with hatching an elaborate plan with three
other boys to steal guns, lure students to their school gym and open
fire on people they didn't like.
Daniel Fick was found innocent of conspiracy to commit murder.
Fick,who was 13 at the time of his arrest. was the only one of the
four Holland Woods Middle School students to face trial. Charges
against one boy were dropped: the other two accepted plea bargains
that will keep them out of jail.
.
"I respect the jury's decision,"prosecutor Mike Wendling said.
'They had the hardest job of anyone."
A message left for Fick'slawyer, Steven Guilliat. was not returned .
Prosecutors said the boys wanted to outdo the April massacre at
Columbine High School in Littleton, Colo.. in which two students
killed 13 people before turning their guns on themselves.
Fick told the Times Herald of Port Huron in an interview Friday
that he and his friends "said some stupid stuff" but weren't serious
about planning to shoot and bomb fellow classmates at their school.

> Memorial
to be builtforPrincess
Diana

• FrM shipping for • llm.- time on ons.nover $31.
•• $10 offer expl,:.. February15, 2000.
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LONDON (AP)- Princess Diana will be remembered with a
memorial fountain built along a dedicated walkway winding through
central London's parks, Chancellor Gordon Brown said Tuesday.
The founta in's location and design have yet to be decided but it
will not incorporate a Princess Diana statue, said Brown.who also
chairs a government committee overseeing the memorial.
Since her death in a 1997 car crash in Paris, the only official commemorations in Britain have been a coin bearing Princess Diana's
likeness and a few community service and charity awards and projects established in her name.
The fountain is believed to be the favored option of Prince
William. 17,Prince Harry, 15, and the Spencer family.
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SALTLAKEClTY (AP)Monster.com, an online career
management service, has
agreed to become a sponsor
for the 2002 Winter Olympics.
Olympic officials refused to
disclose the deal's exact financial terms but said the web
site would provide Salt Lake
Organizing Committee with
help finding volunteers and
paid employees.

setting a new Standard for the
new millennium."
Trundle said the newspaper
was switching to morning delivery of its Monday through
Friday editions to better serve
readers and advertisers in the
newspaper's rapidly growing
circulation area. Saturday,
Sunday and holidays are
already delivered in the morning.
The conversion will make it
possible for the newspaper to
deliver more up-to-date local,
sports, business and national
news to our readers in Box
Elder, Cache, Davis. Weber and
Morgan counties, he said.

basics such as paper. playground
equipment and computers, said
Colleen Taylor, president of the
Utah PTA.Nevertheless, she is
pleased to hear districts are setting limits.
"If we raise funds to (buy)
computers and textbooks, that
lets the Legislature off the hook
to fully fund them," she said
Friday. "When we go to the
Legislature and say, 'Everybody
across the state is not equal in
technology opportunities,' they
respond 'As long as we have rich
parents on whatever side (of the
valley), we won't do it."'
The inequity between rich
and poorer schools and districts
continues to be a problem, educators and advocates say.
Schools with well-to-do parents and those near business
communities raise more money
and buy better equipment and
supplies.
Eight years ago, well-off
school patrons even saved the
jobs of two teachers at lndian
Hills Elementary on Salt Lake's
east bench.

ASUSU

' not-our -tnbney;'AS-USU'
Gratluate Vice President Dan
watd said. ·1t's students' 1
money."
He said fee allocations are
essentially ASUSU telling students how to spend their
money.
ASUSU Academic Vice
President Emily Croshaw said
while activities do need more
funding, more money is needed
for libraries and computers.
She said ASUSU should consider asking for less money so
other committees and organizations can get the money they
need.
·we do need an increase,
but I don't know if $2 is needed," she said.

Continuedfrom Page1
would be necessary.
·1 think the $1.25 of (the $2
increase) is a no-brainer
because if we're going to lose
funcling - we scrimp to get by
anyway,- ASUSU Athletics Vice
President Sam Winward said.
He said the additional 75
cents, much of which is intended for the Student Activities
Board (STAB),is alsq a good
idea.
·1 think it's a fee that serves
students 100 percent," he said.
Others expressed concern
over raising fees.
·we forget too often that it's

PAGE J

To become an official sponsor a company must contribute more than $20 million
in goods, services and cash.
Monster.com has done that,
said SLOC spokeswoman
Caroline Shaw.
Monster.com is the first
Internet company to sign on.
as an Olympic sponsor,
although computer maker
Gateway Inc. also is an official

NewseRl
·EFs

sponsor.
The partnership with the
web site may come in handy
for SLOC.
The committee needs
26,000 volunteers beginning
in March.
The organization also is
expanding its staff to 750
employees by the time the
games arrive in Utah in
February 2002.

> College
commission
reaffirms
USU's
accreditation

Legislators start debate over tobacco windfall

SomeUtahschooldistricts
limit
parent-student
fund-raising
efforts
SALTLAKECITY (AP)Parent-student fund raising long
has been a tactic for moneystarved schools throughout
Utah. but some districts are
beginning to limit the types and
number of fund-raisers.
The Salt Lake City district last
week proposed curtailing elementary school fund-raisers.
and the Davis district recently
limited the number of organizations that can solicit its employees.
The Salt Lake City district has
been fielding complaints from
parents for at least three years
about the number of moneymaking ventures.
About half of Salt Lake City
elementary students participate
in the free- and reduced-lunch
program, a measurement of
poverty in the district, "and
we're asking them to donate
what's given to them," said district Superintendent Darline
Robles.
Short of state funds, fund
raising remains the only way
some schools can purchase

Wednesday,Jan. 19, 2000

SLOC gets its first dot-com sponsor

'Ogden Standard Examiner' will
soon be a morning publication
OGDEN, Utah (AP)- The
Standard-Examiner is switching
from afternoon to morning
publication beginning June 5,
following a newspaper industry
trend that is slowly eroding the
number of afternoon papers.
Publisher Scott Trundle said
Tuesday that the change was
one in a series of improvements
to the newspaper that include
new offices, a new printing
plant and a $10 million stateof-the-art offset printing press.
"The year 2000 will be the
most exciting and challenging
in the 112-year history of the
Standard-Examiner," Trundle
said. "During this year, we'll be

NEWS

SALTLAKECITY (AP)as too hasty.
The tax raises $5.5 million
The debate about how to
spend Utah's tobacco money
a year and funds health
began in earnest Tuesday
insurance for 32,000 children
with a proposal to use some
of poor families.
Senate Majority Leader
of the settlement proceeds to
replace a "sick tax" on hospi- Lyle Hillyard, R-Logan. said
tal bills.
lawmakers remain deterUtah's share of the
mined to kill the tax.
Health advocates said
national tobacco settlement
could total $986 million durthey supported any allocaing the next 25 years, and
tion of tobacco money for
anti-smoking programs.
lawmakers expect by April to
"We've been
have $27 million on
hand.
fighting
an
'We'vebeen
Dozens of prouphill battle
posals are competfightingan uphill for years," said
Cathy Walser.
ing at the Capitol
battlefor years. who runs
for spending the
windfall. One proThisbill would youth smokposal taken up
ing prevention
Tuesday at the
get us a little
programs for
Senate Human
the Webercloserto what
Services Committee
Morgan
would split the
Health
we need.'
money four ways.
Department.
Backed by health
"This bill
• CAlttLYWALSER. would get us a
and education
WIBER·MORGA,'-1
groups, Sen. Steven
little closer to
HHITH
0EI!WML"1T
Poulton, R-Salt Lake
what we
City, introduced a
need."
Poulton's bill
bill to use the settlement to eliminate the sick would allocate the first $5.5
tax, fund anti-smoking cammillion in annual tobacco
paigns, help support the
proceeds to supporting the
Huntsman Cancer Institute
child health-insurance proand put any leftover funds in gram. The next $10.5 million
Utah's school trust fund.
would go to anti-smoking
The Legislature voted last
programs. Third in line is the
year to repeal the sick tax.
Huntsman Cancer Institute
for $5 million.
which is added to hospital
bills, but that action was
Any money remaining
vetoed by Gov. Mike Leavitt
each year would then go into

the state's school trust fund,
a constitutionally protected
lock-box now worth $350
million. Only some of the
interest and dividends
_
earned by the fund are spent
each year on public education.
·
Leavitt also has proposed
replacing the sick tax with
proceeds from the tobacco
settlement.
But lawmakers don't know
for certain how much money
they'll have to spend, now or
during the next 25 years.
Utah is battling two law
firms claiming 25 percent of
Utah's settlement, potentially
nearly $250 million, as a
contingency fee.
In December, U.S. District
Judge Dee Benson ordered
25 percent of Utah's money
held in escrow until he
decides whether any fee
should be paid to the Salt
Lake City firm Giauque
Crocket Bendinger Si
Peterson and South
Carolina-based Ness Motley
Loadhold Richardson &l
Poole.
Attorney General Jan
Graham says the law firms
agreed to take their fee separately from tobacco companies, but the firms rejected
an $11 million settlement
offer and filed a lien on
Utah's money. A hearing is
pending in federal court on
the dispute.

Moose ~aptured,transported

However, Winward said the
council should ask for what it
hopes to get and let the
Student Fee Board decide which
applications to grant.
ASUSU Activities Vice
President Mandy Saunders said
STABneeds money as much as
academic considerations. such
as computers and libraries, do.
She said USU spends as
much as $20,000 less on student activities than other Utah
universities. Students come to
college for academic reasons,
she said. but they also come for
the extra-curricular activities.
The motion to pro'pose a $2
student fee increase to the
Student Fee Board passed in
the council with a vote of 9-7.

MOUNTAIN
GREEN,
in a small area west of
Utah (AP)- Twenty moose
Mountain Green. That is too
have been captured in Weber many. The animals concenCanyon for transplanting to
trate there to feast on
the Ute reservation.
mahogany and oak brush in
The tribe wants to estabwinter.
lish a moose herd on its Hill
The state agreed with a
Creek Extension near the
tribal request in 1994 to
Book Cliffs.
receive "nuisance" animals The tribe wants more
the occasional problem
recreational and subsistence
moose removed from the
moose hunting, and at the
· streets of Ogden - each year.
same time, the state wants to About 20 nuisance moose
thin moose densities on
were released sporadically on
stressed winter range.
the reservation in recent
On a flybythe day before
years, but disappeared.
Monday's roundup, Division
"We can't find them," said
of Wildlife Resourcesbiologist Walt Donaldson, northeast
LeslieRock spotted 38 moose region biologist.
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> Holocaust
survivor
to
speakat USU
Thursday
It's hard to imagine that working on
human teeth could ever be a life-saving skill. but, for Holocaust survivor
and author Benjamin Jacobs, being a
dentist allowed him to escape one of
history's most terrifying events
Germany's systematic extermination
of 6 million European Jews during
World Warn.
Jacobs will recount his harrowing
experience in a public address at Utah
State University at 12:30 p.m. in the
Evan Stevensen Ballroom on Jan. 20.
The event is sponsored by the
Associated Students of USU Arts and
Lecture convocation series.
Jacobs was born _in Dobra, Poland,
in 1919. He was a second-year dental
student when World War II broke out
in 1939. His book, "The Dentist of
Auschwitz: A Memoir." describes his
life as an inmate in a series of
German concentration camps. He
worked as the dentist in those camps
for four years.
Admission to the presentation is
free to students and the community.
There will be a book signing immediately following the lecture, and there
will also be a special video presentation by Jacobs the same evening at 6
p.m. in the Taggart Student Center
Room 335.

>- Photo-Text
exhibit
to

continue
through
Jan.21
The photo-text exhibit. "In Our
Family:Portraits of all kinds of families,"
will continue through Friday.The exhibit. which began Tuesday, is on display in
the International Lounge of the Taggart
Student Center. Photos in the exhibit are
by Gigi Kaeser,with text edited by
Rebekah Boydand PeggyGillespie.

> STICKS
volunteers
needed
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The accreditation of Utah State
University has been reaffirmed by the
Commission on Colleges of the
Northwest Association of Schools and
Colleges.
The reaffirmation was recently
announced by Sandra E. Elman, executive director of the Commission on
Colleges, following a review of an
interim report, a visit by a commission
member to the USU campus last fall
and a Commission on Colleges meeting in December .
"The commission commends the
university for the progress that has
been made since the fall 1997 comprehensive self-study and evaluation
visit." she wrote in a letter to USU
President George H. Emert.
"I appreciate the commission's
efforts and their favorable review of
our progress in assessment activities,"
said Jay Gogue. USU provost. "I commend our deans and faculty members
for their hard work these past two
years to bring us into compliance."
The regular fifth-year interim
report and evaluation visit by the
Commission on Colleges will be in fall
2002.
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Volunteers are needed to tutor
junior high students in math and
serve as Spanish translators for the
STICKS program., part of the Val R.
Christensen Service Center. Training
and signup meeting sessions will be
held today at 7:30 p.m. and Thursday
at 8:30 p.m. in HPER 116.
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> Speaker
saysfedswill
bedesperate
forgoodhelp

The U.S.government could be in a
precarious situation. according to
Patrick Shea, deputy to Bruce Babbitt
of the U.S.Department of the Interior,
who spoke to students Tuesday afternoon.
He said the demographics of federal
workers have been skewed. Some of the
most able and talented people, he said,
have left the federal government due
to budget battles.
Now, Shea said, the government is
left with a plateau of workers - few
people who have been there more than
10 years as well as few people who
have been there for more than 25.
"Youget what you pay for."he said.
"I'm not sure if we're paying enough."
Another challenge Shea mentioned
was to find a way through Congress to
allow multi-year budgets for federal
land managers ..
"Land doesn't typically operate on a
normal fiscal year - especially when it
starts in January," Shea said.
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Just point, click and buy, baby, buy
reservations online. This is something other stores don't
do. They (books) are kept in the book store with the student's name on them," Hansen said.
The other option students can take advantage of is the
Hours in long lines and
choice of where their textbooks will go. Hansen said stuhundreds of dollars later,
dents can either have the books shipped to them or pick
many students across the
country, and here at Utah State them up in the bookstore .
University, feel the crunch of
Bigwords.com offers a service that is aimed at the college aged consumer, said Dick Hackenberg, Vice President
semester textbook purchasing.
of Marketing/ Communications. The company tries to
But the traditional bookstore is
provide a place where students can have a good time and
no longer the only way to get textget good service.
books. The Internet has provided a
"Our goal is to make sure college students get a break
whole new avenue for the thrifty stuand save some money," he said.
dent to find and buy their books for
Bigwords.com started in August 1998 as a small comwhat can be a fraction of the cost that
would be paid in the physical stores locat- pany marketing exclusively to California schools, but
ed on most college campuses.
within weeks of opening the site, Hackenberg said they
These sites offer a variety of different
were receiving orders from schools from all over the
nation.
services. Anystudent.com exists to help students find a better price by comparing the
He said the company has seen a large surge of use
each time a new school term starts.
different online stores and giving students the
choice of stores to buy from.
"It seems like every time we go out. we see a 10 to 20
Other sites, like Varsitybook.com, offer a tra- percent increase in page use," Hackenberg said. ·we
ditional online store selling only new textbooks.
believed when we launched the site, college students
But these online companies are
deserve a break. They have been standing in
not the only ones to get into the game
line for 100 years and paying too much,"
'At Bigwords,
He said the company can have books out
of online services as USU's own
Bookstore has jumped in with both
to
students
in one to two business days and
we promise
feet.
offers free shipping on orders.
not to rip you
Their site offers several different
He also said the company offers a buyoptions to help students pick what
back program that will give students cash or
off-as
they want in their shopping expein store credit for their next semester of
riences.
books.
much,'
Dave Hansen, director of the
The attitude at Bigwords.com is one of
Bookstore said, "We've had the
having fun and enjoying life. Hackenberg said
• DICK HACKENBERG• the company often jokes about the difference
ability for students to buy
BIGWORDS.COM
between their service and the traditional sertheir books online since we
vice offered by bookstores.
launched the site." However,
new software was installed
"At Bigwords, we promise not to rip you
off - as much: he said.
on Dec. 1 that allowed
more freedom for students.
Anystudent.com offers the most diverse service for stuAccording to Hansen, the new dents. Rather than offer the traditional bookstore service,
software allows students to shop Anystudent.com helps the students find the lowest possiwith the ease of a shopping
ble price on books by comparing the prices of several
cart and the convenience of
online stores and providing students with a chance to
pick the one they prefer.
checking prices before they
buy.
"It's pretty simple. We don't actually sell textbooks The new software also
we provide comparisons," Hansmeet Sethi. director of
made shopping online safer business development, said.
for students
The company, launched in August 1999, has been able
The change made the
to help save students time and money, Sethi said.
use of bank cards safe by
"We are not a destination but a great starting place to
start your shopping," he said.
offering a secure mode
for transactions. This
"Allthese guys (online stores) offer a good service. The
was a feature that was
problem we had and what we hated was you really
missing on the original weren't saving time anymore," Sethi said "That's why we
started the service we did."
site.
Varsitybooks.com is one of the oldest online bookHansen also said
the changes came as a stores to offer only textbook sales.
result of the students
The site was introduced in July 1998 and offers only
at the university. "We new textbooks, said Mindy Mathews, lead campus repredidn't want to tell the sentative for USU.
Mathews said the company offers several things that
students - we wantmake them a leader in the market.
ed them to tell us."
"We're the only ones that guarantee one-to-two-busiThe new site also
ness-day delivery and a flat $4.95 shipping rate,"
offers several serMathews said.
vices students
wanted to see. One
She said the company keeps in touch with students to
help them know how their books are coming. If the
of the functions is
orders are held for any reason, the company will alert the
the ability to
students when the books come in.
reserve textbooks
and hold them with
The company employs people on many of the campusa credit card numes around the nation to help bridge the gap between the
company and the universities.
ber.
·our main goal is to get people interested in Varsity
This service is
books," Mathews said.
helpful for students
With so many new places to shop, students have the
who want to make
choice of what will offer the best value for their money.
sure their books
Even sites like Amazon.com, Fatbrain.com, and
will be available
Barnes&Noble.com are offering textbooks for those who
after a break such
do not want to wait in the lines that often accompany
as the Christmas
local bookstores.
break between
With the new variety of choices, only one question
semesters Hansen
remains, what do you do with the extra money. Maybe it
said.
is time to buy something besides Ramen.
·we do textbook
JUSTINBERRY
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Students favor book exchange in order to make more on textbook sales
DEBBIELAM&

Staff Writer

These days it is not just who you know that matters. Since the
beginning of the semester it is who you know that wants to buy
your book or sell a book to you that matters.
Students wait in a bookstore hoping that the unknowing soul
wilt come and pick up the book they want to sell. Others list their
books on the Internet either by the book exchange or some other
form hoping that students will see the book they need and want
to buy it.
Of course this is not something illegal. like selling drugs. In this
s.ituation, everyone invo1vedcomes out the winner.
"Buying my books from friends is a better deal for both of us.
because I pay less than the bookstore and she gets back more
than the bookstore would give.~Stephanie Lake, a senior in communicative disorders said.
· Students who sell their books to friends feel that it benefits
them because they make a profit. And when they buy their books

from friends they usually do not ha.Veto pay as much as it costs
at a bookstore.
"I sell my books to other students to get money ... money,
money, money; said Tim Waters a recent Family Human
Development graduate of Utah State University. "The people who
buy the books back for the bookstore rip you off. You get a better
deal than the bookstore, hopefully, if they're good friends. I would
say the best way to do it now is on the Internet."
Students probably sell their books to their friends for a number of reasons, one being if the book is not being used next
semester the book will have no value. said Amy Ohms, the manager over textbooks in the Utah State University Bookstore.
People will sell the book to a friend who thinks they will need it
sometime, Ohms said,
·1 just kept my books." Waters said. ·1 knew people that were in
my major who had to take the class so l just said 'hey do you
want to buy my book? A lot of people knew J was in fHD and
they would come to me and ask if I took a class. Then they would
ask if they could buy my books.~
"Maybe 5 percent of the student body sells their books to their

1

:~t~I

friends; Ohms said. "The greatest book exchange in the whole
country is from student to student. Our online book exchange
that we work with ASUSU is pretty huge but it is nothing compared to student-to-student exchange. Across the whole country it
is the largest book exchange ever, just friends to friends. lt is a big
thing we take into consideration when we order books."
The book exchange is a free service provided for any student
who wants to sell or buy a book. Ohms said. Students can go in
and put a book for sale or buy books, she continued. The Internet
address for the book exchange is
http:/ /hal. tsc.usu.edu/f extbooks/ exchange.html
·students get more money if they sell the book back to the
bookstore at the end of the term before it is being used again,"
Ohms said. "The first week of the term we have already had to
get everything we need for students who were coming to class on
the first day."
So if you plan to sell your books back to the bookstore at the
end of the semester or plan to sell them to a friend, what matters
most in this is who you know that wants to buy or sell the book
and how much they are willing to pay, or accept, for it.
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Keeping the flames of memory

alive

CORINNE l<ATOR

Senior Features Writer

Last night the windows of the Sunburst
Lounge at Utah State University reflected
the glow of candles lit in memory of people
who have made contributions to the
American Civil Rights movement.
The lighting of the candles held by audience members was the finale of the candlelight vigil sponsored by USU's Black
Student Union.
·
The club's president, Brent Miller, said
the BSU sponsors the annual event because
they believe it is important to "remember
the people who have made a difference in
our past."
"Without those people we wouldn't be
where we are today," Miller said.
In his welcome address to the vigil,
Miller reviewed the life and accomplishments of Martin Luther King. He then lit
the first candle of the evening in memory
of King.
Miller was followed by the other officers
of the BSU in paying tribute to and lighting
candles for significant figures in human
rights history
After Miller lit a candle for King, candles
were lit for Medgar Evers, Jackie Robinson
and Dr. Charles Drew.
King and Evers were honored for their
work in bring about awareness of the need
for human rights legislation.
Robinson was the first black baseball
player in this country and was honored for
his role in opening the world of professional sports to African-Americans.
Drew is noted for his research in the
field of plasma storage and blood transfusions. Drew died following an accident due
to the refusal of medical treatment in a
segregated community.
The BSU officers were followed by guest
speakers Michael Nicholls and Ross
Peterson, both history professors at USU.
Nicholls told the story of Phene Phillips,
one of the unsung heroes of civil rights.
Phillips was a slave who sued for her freedom in the late eighteenth century.
She died before her case was settled, but
all three of her children later won their
freedom thanks to the work of their mother. Nicholls said he chose Phillips as representative of those brave individuals who
brought suit for their own freedom.
As he lit a candle in honor of Phillips,
Nicholls oraised her for tecosmizim: when

o!"lall art supplies.
Take a discount on padded and loose papers, paints, oil,
gouache, watercolor, brushes, art tables, pencils, rulers,
.<;:lays,frames, stretcher bars, canvas. etc.
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Logan's Department Store of Books
Music, Video and Art 011 Three Floo;s
29 S. MainSI.,Logan,UT 84321 752-3055

Utah State Alumni Fred Peterson, son of Ross Peterson, lights his own son Anthony's candle.during the
vigil Tuesday night. Fred Peterson studied with an emphasis in Black Studies while he was a student at USU
and plans to continue the family tradition of attending the candle light vigils with his own children.

to "seize the moment," a concept
Nicholls said was also recognized by
great leaders like King.
Peterson lit his memorial candle for
Mignon Barker Richmond, who was the
first black student at USU.
Peterson explained that Richmond
entered USU in 1919, a volatile year in
United States history. She graduated
from USU and later received her master's degree from the University of Utah.
Peterson pointed out that education
was the- key that opened doors for
Richmond and for most of the other
people honored at the vigil.
Peterson concluded his remarks by
telling his hearers the memory of these
great people should push them to
action. "Our time is now," Peterson said.
"We need to do all we can to change our
world."
Ann Pikula, a USU student who
attended the vigil, said she enjoyed the
evening and the opportunity to support
the BSU. She said she only wished more Ross Peterson a Utah State professorof Black Studies
people had been there to share the expe- lights a candlefor Mignon BarkerRichmond, the first
rience.
black student to attend Utah State University in 1919.

Your
store
for
•Videos
•Sheet
MUSIC
•General&lDS
Books
•Instrument
Rentals

LSAT&GRE
PREPARATION COURSE
SPRING SEMESTER

SLJMl\,JERSEMESTER

January 25-March 2, 2000

June 13-July 20, 2000

Tuesdays and Thursdays, 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

(Subject to change)

FAMOUS JOHNSON AND SHERLOCK COURSE
Personal instruction by:
Dr. Richard Sherlock and Dr. Charles Johnson
COURSE PROVIDES
Practice exams
Supplemental materials/study aids
Personal interaction
STRATEGIES TO IMPROVE YOUR SCORE
Reading Comprehension
Logical Reasoning
Analytical Reasoning
Writing Samples
Computation Problems
For information call USU Conference Services
435-797-0423, or check out our web site at:
www.ext.usu.edu/confer/confeat.htm

Lifeon the set, USUgrad callsHollywood
home
I -

TARABONE

Staff Writer

Everything is possible for
Heather Mason.
The Idaho native came to
Utah State University after seeing
the campus only once. In 1996
she left Logan for the bright
lights, warm weather and nearby
beaches of Hollywood, Calif with
Aggie pride, and experiences she
said.only USU could provide. •
Now the 1996 USU
Communication department
graduate is extending Hollywood
to 12 USU communication students.
The students will join Mason
in launthing ShowBIZ Data, a
Los Angeles-based online entertainment company, at the
Sundance Film Festival Thursday
through Jan. 30, in Park City.
USU students will have the
opportunity to act as hosts in
ShowBIZData's Interactive
Lounge Mason calls "an entire
virtual technology wonderland."
Mason said she came to USU for
high caliber students.
"I know you can trust Utah
State to put out leaders to get the
job done," Mason said. "I know
where to go for the best university communication students in
Utah."
Mason herself never planned
on coming to USU until her
morn told her about the leadership scholarships USU offers.
With "cabin fever,"Mason said
she was ready to venture out of
Idaho and apply for the
Presidents Leadership
Scholarship {PLC).In 1991 she
interviewed for, and received the
scholarship.

"I had never seen the campus
in my life, but that gayI became
an Aggie,"Mason said. "It was
one of the best things I ever did.
I love PLC. It's the greatest thing
that ever happened to me·
Mason said she could not have
accomplished what she has in
her career without USU's preparation, and USU leaders like
Gary Chambers, assistant vice
president for student life.
"(Chambers) is by far the best
leader I've ever met. He is one of
my idols in life,"she said.
At USU Mason served as
ASUSUArts and Lectures vice
president, Statesman senior features writer, and played on the
womens' soccer team. In 1996
she was named USU Woman of
the Year.
"The leadership training and
opportunities Utah State allows
its students is unparalleled,"
Mason said. "I made mistakes
here in an environment that
would pick me up. The real world
isn't that kind."
Also at USU, ea.ch winter
quarter Mason worked during
the Sundance Film Festival. After
these experiences she knew
Hollywood was where she wanted to be.
"Sundance changed my life,"
she said.
Mason hopes to offer USU
students the same opportunity.
"I think this {Sundance) is the
gateway to work in the entertainment industry," she said.
After Sundance, Mason
worked at the Summer Olympics
in Atlanta, Ga. and later as program director for the American
Pavilion Hospitality Cente·r at the
Cannes Film Festival in Cannes,
France.

Following these ex.I?eriences,
Mason wanted to work in film,
distribution. She landed a job at
Fox 2000 on the .studio lot as
assistant to the vice president.
While there, films such as Anna
and the King, and The Thin Red
Line were being produced. From
there she moved to television
production, working on the series
"PacificBlue" as script editor.
Currently Mason is in the
process of setting up a project at
Universal Studios.
Now, as ShowBIZ Data's vice
president of sales and marketing,
Mason is exploring the fast-paced
Internet world.
"I basically kept going through
forms of media until I found one
that's fast enough for me. It's a,n
exciting time to be in the work
force," Mason said.
In the future she said she
expects to be involved in entertainment and definitely involved
with the Internet. She even considers returning to USU.
"I would like to come back to
academia because I had such a
good experience," Mason said.
After these experiences, what
words of advice can Mason offer
her fellow Aggies?
"Having an attitude of everything is possible. Whatever you
want to do you can do it. Never
tell your boss you can't" she said.
Stay tuned aspiring Hollywood
hopefuls - Heather Mason could
be bringing the bright lights of
Hollywood to USU soon.
ShowBIZand Mason might be
searching for USU students for
next year's Sundance Film
Festival.
"We'll probably be crazy
enough to try this again next
year," she said.
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Robins
awardsto be opento entirestudentbody
CARRIE SAUNDERS

Specialto the Statesman
This year's Robins Awards, an
evening of entertainment and
campus awards, will be qpen to
all students for the first time in
a decade .
"We've worked hard to make
this spectacular night an event
that all students can take part
in," Jodi Lee, ASUSU organizations and traditions vice presi-

dent, said.
The Robins Awards are in
honor of a past student body
president, William E. Robins. A
new millennium marks the 51st
anniversary since William E.
Robins served the students of

usu.

In 1954, Robins and his wife,
Geraldine, flew to Denver, Colo.
where Robins attended a convention. As the plane was taking off from the airport, some-

thing malfunctioned and the
plane crashed. Both Robins and
his wife were killed. Their
orphaned 1-year-old son
prompted members of the
Sigma Nu fraternity, in which
Robins was a member, to found
the Bill Robins Memorial Fund
to raise scholarship money for
their son when he became old
enough to enroll at the univer-
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Didyoukriow
thatUtahStateUniversity
hasbeenaccepting
international
studentssince1892?
And
...Since
thelate
1970s,
theInternational
Student
Council
hasplanned
a prepared
a banquetoftraditional
foods,
followed
bya
showoftalents
fromaround
theworld.
Thisyear'sbanquet
isFeb.25

Visit the
manufacturing
showroomat
Marcelltswhere
you can create
a beautiful piece
of jewelry as
uniQueas
your love.

Allengagement
rings$ I5000
forthegold.

4S NorthMain,Logan• 7S3-4892 ·
IO a.m.-6p.m. Monday-Friday
• IO a.m.-4p.m.S~
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Learning to dance, the traditional
BECOME

A PLASMA

way

DONOR

EARN UP TO $2 IO PER MONTH
COUPLES UP TO $420
PER MONTH
HOURS.

M-F

I I .OOAM

- "6:30PM.

WESTERN
• I 060

753-7802

SAT

I I :OOAM

PLASMA
N. MAIN,

LOGAN

- 4:00PM

UT

~

~.:'i:""

START EARNING AFTER TWO WEEKSJU
TWOWEEKS
IN CLASS
THENYOUAREONTHEROAD!

01cH
simon

· • Earn$30,000
perYear

TRUCHlnG
DRIUER
SCHOOL

• NoExperience
Necessary
• WeWillTrain
You
800. 727 .5865

800. 72.SKUNK • www.simn.com

Mabiba Baegne leads Teresa Misrasi and other university students as well as nonstudents in Saturday's African danceclasses. The classes,which taught dancesfrom the
Congo,becamean all day event for thosepeoplewho also attended the drum classes in the
morning. Participantsin the classeswe,-ealso requiredto learn chants to go along with the
danceswhch they were taught by Baegne. The travelinggroup that taught the classes
plans to return laterfor moreclassesand will be teachinga summer classfor credit.

ROBINS

Joseph Needham
"Man in the Window"

Continuedfrom Page5

if you are walking by S.E. Needham Jewelers, look for the "man in
the window." We have put our head goldsmith, Joseph Needham,
where everyone can see him. Joseph has been working at the
jewelry bench since age 13, and at age 21 he sp,·nt time in San
Francisco learning even more from master jewelry designers &
goldsmiths. Now, with his desk in the window, Joseph is offering a
same day ring ~izing service. Bring the ring in by noon and it will
be completed by 6:00 - guaranteed or it is FREE! So, bring your
.1g to the"man in the window."

Store Hours
Mon- Fri 9:30• 8:00
Sat 'Iii 6:00

sity.
Seven years later. the tragedy of the
Robins family compounded when their son
_was fatally stricken with leukemia. Since
then, the fund has been dedicated to continue the Robins Awards tradition.
The first awards night was staged in
1958 in a Logan dowr:town theater, and a
large crowd turned out for the event. With
the need for additional seating, the following year's ceremony was moved to the
Nelson Fieldhouse.
In 1968. the Awards Night was held in
the Kent Concert Hall for the first time.
This year Itarks the 13th year of co-sponsorship with Sigma Nu and the
Organizations and Traditions Vice

141 N. Main
752-7149

www.seneedham.com

The YAMAHA®
Clavinova is....

f

President.
The Robins Awards have grown to
become the most coveted of all USU honors, lee said. Robins 2000 will prove to be a
truly memorable event in which students
come together to honor those lives that
make dreams a reality. The theme of this
year's Robins Awards is "One.·
"One dream. one life. one night - that
says it all," Lee said.
There are a variety of awards students
can nomjnate candidates for. Some of these
include man and woman of the year,
achievement of the year, organization of
the year, Bill Robins Memorial Award, and
the Val R Christensen Award for Volunteer
Service.
One can nominate and read more
extensively about specific awards on the
ASUSU Web site, www.usu.edu/asusu.
Nominations will be accepted between

~

Tuesday and February 7.
The Robins Awards will be held in the
Taggart Student Center Ballroom the
evening of April 15.

Nbijib)ationsbJI
.F~b.
7
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The realistic sound of a concert grand at an affordable price with
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quality.
.
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Digital
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Veteran affairs suffer at
hands of mismanaged
government offices
WASHINGTON(AP)- The
government office handling congressional inquiries on behalf.of
veterans operated "in an atmosphere of total chaos" and often
didn't respond to lawmakers for
months, the Veterans Affairs
Department's inspector general
reports.
The blistering audit blames
the former Office of
Congressional Affairs director,
Sheila Clarke Mccready, for
causing a "high degree of mistrust" among the staff and doling out improper raises to consultants who were empowered to
make management decisions.
Ms. Mccready, who earns
$130,200a year, was transferred
from the Office of Congressional
Affairsbut still holds a management position as a special assis-
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Veterans less likely to be incarcerated
WASHINGTON
(AP)- One of
the best waysto stay out of jail
may be to join the military,according to a governmentstudy released
Tuesday.Male militaryveterans
have less than half the rate of
incarcerationthan those who have
never servedin the armed forces,
accordingto the study from
theBureau of JusticeStatistics,a
divisionof the JusticeDepartment.
An average937 maleveterans
are in jail or prison per 100,000
veteran residents,comparedto an
average1,971men incarceratedper
100,000non-veterans.
The study focusedsolelyon
men, who comprise95 percent of
the nation'sveteransand was
based on interviewswith selected
inmates on their military,criminal
and personalbackgrounds.
Though the report indicated
that veteransare less likelyto go to
jail or prison,the same statistics
showveteranswho are imprisoned
are more likelythan the non-veteran inmates to have committedvio-

tant to the department's undersecretary for health.
She did not respond to messages seeking comment on the
report.
The congressional affairs
office links the department to
Americans who contact their
home state lawmakers about
veterans benefits and the condition of the health care system.
John Hanson, a spokesman
for the department, said
Tuesday the congressional
affairs office receives 30 to 50
inquiries a week from members
of Congress and their staff with
questions such as whether a
hospital is going to close, how a
constituent can get a job with
the Veterans department, or
complaints about long waits to
see a doctor.

■

lent crimes.Roughly35 percent of
the veterans surveyedin state prisons had been convictedof homicide or sexualassault.comparedto
20 percent of the rest of the
inmate population,said the study.
Amongstate prisonerssentenced for violentcrimes,the average sentence of veteranswas 50
months longerthan that of the
averagenon-veteran,the study
said.Participantswere designated
as veteranswhether or not they
actuallywere engagedin combat.
In other words,a veteran was
definedas a male who servedin
the militaryduring the period of a
war or conflict,such as during the
Vietnamera.
Veteranswho saw combatduring their servicehad lessserious
criminalhistoriesthan other veterans, accordingto the report. And
half of the incarceratedveterans in
the study had servedduring a period of wartime;35 percentwere
Vietnam-eraveteransand 12 percent were GulfWar-eraveterans.

■

''REL/1-rrtJAJSlf
IPS:
lfOhtE; tt/ORK /I-All)
selfOOL''
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19, 2000
10:00 A.M. TO 12 NOON
MORGAN THEATRE IN THE FINE ARTS CENTER
President George H. Emert
will introduce a dialogue with:
eM s. Deborah Ascione, lecturer /Dept of Family and
Human Development
eDr. Frank Asione, Professor /Dept. of Psychology
.eMr. Steve Virgil, Clinical Director /fntermountain
Specialized Abuse Treatment Center
eMr. Tyson Goliaher/Senior USU Engineering Student
eM s. Brandy Quare/CAPSA Representative
Reception for panelists and attendees will be held at 9:50 a.m. in
the Tippetts Art Gallery adjacentto the Morgan Theatre.
This program is free and open to the public. For further information or to request accommodatio11s for people with disabilities,
please call USU Personnel Services Office at (455) 797-0755 no
later than January 15, 2000.

■

■

China
cracks
downon endangered
species
trade
BEIJING(AP)- Four southern
Chinese provinceshave launched
a campaign to crack down on the
thriving illegaltrade in endangered species,many of which end
up on restaurant dinner plates.
The operation, which began
Saturday,has led to the rescue of
13,309animals or other endangered creatures,4,178of which
were listed on China's protected
specieslist, state-run media
reported Tuesday.
"Let'snot let mankind's friends
suffer any more," said a headline
in the LegalDaily.
The 10-daycampaign involves
forestry,customs,police and airline officialsin Guangdong,
Guangxi,Fujian and Yunnan
provinces,areas known for their
lush vegetation,abundant
wildlife,and cuisines that often
feature exotic species.
China has belatedly begun
beefing up its enforcement of
laws against poaching. For example, on Jan. 1, it closed the Hoh
Xii Nature Reservein the far west

to protect an endangered species
of antelope prized for its fine fur,
which is used to make shahtoosh
shawls.
The latest campaign followed
an earlier one to try to prevent
poaching of the antelope in the
Hoh Xiireserve, which spans
parts of Qinghai, Xinjiangand
Tibet. On Monday,reports said
that in the previous 20 days,
police had arrested 10 poachers
and confiscated700 fur pelts,
plus rifles and jeeps in the
reserve.
Their natural habitat
destroyed by rapid economic
development and intensive agriculture and forestry,a number of
speciesare on the verge of extinction.
The South China tiger,the
YangtzeRiverdolphin and most
notably the giant panda are
among the most endangered.
But other less wellknown
snakes,lizards and birds also are
widelyhunted and sold to restaurants.

ASUSU Arts & Lectures

presents

BENJAMIN
JACOBS

HOLOCAUSTSURVIVOR

To speak about his experiences
at
a German concentration
camp.

JANUARYlO
TSCBA11ROOM,11:30

ASUSU
----;;;;iii

·Dentist
of Auschwitz·
book signing will follow.
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555 East 1400 North
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Kohl resigns from party post .
after a slush-fund scandal

WWW.statea■a.e61
He's got spirit. Do you?

BERLlN(AP)- Helmut Kohl
resignedTuesday as honorary
chairman of the Christian
Democratic Union, brought down
by a campaign financing scandal
that now marks the stunning
denouement of one of Europe's
most respected statesmen and the
man who reunited Germany.
Kohl gave up the influential
post rather than capitulate to
demands that he identify donors
who made illegalcampaign contributions and help clear up a scandal that threatens to ruin the
party.
Kohl'ssingle-handed leadership
facilitatedGermany's swiftreunification in 1990. He also tolerated
no dissent, and finally ceded influence in the party he tightly controlled during 25 years as chair-
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Kohl name names to save the
party - something Kohl flatly
refused to do even when fellow
conservativesinsisted it would end
speculation that anonymous
donations were tied to political
favors.
"I cannot bring myself to break
the promise I made to severalpersonalities who financiallysupported my work in the CDU,"Kohl
said in the statement.
"The decision to resign the
honorary chairmanship was not
easy for me," he said. "I have been
a Christian Democratic Union
member for 50 years. It was and is
my political home."
Kohl retains his seat in parliament, which will make prosecuting
him for irregularities more complicated by requiring a parliament

vote to lift his immunity.
The resignation ended the
power struggle in the party, with
Kohl the loser.Schaeuble said the
party had asked him to stay on
and clear up the scandal, despite
grumbling by some party members that he, too, was tainted and
should step down.
The governing Social
Democra,tsand Greens charged
that the opposition had forfeited
the chance to deal with the crisis
head on.
"The decisions of the Christian
Democrats have neither cleared
up anything nor led to a selfcleansing,"said Chancellor
Gerhard Schroeder.
Foreign Minister Joschka

Professors'
reportweighsprosandconsof online·courses

LET THE SUN SPOT TAN

EXPIRES
1-31-00

man after its executivecommittee
effectivelyisolated him during an
emergency session.
ln an extraordinary step that
clearlypained Kohl'ssuccessor and
protege,WolfgangSchaeuble,
party leaders earlier Tuesday
threatened to suspend Kohl as
honorary chairman until he
agreed to cooperate. The post was
a rare honor bestowedwhen Kohl
gave up the party leadership in
1998 after·the loss of national
electionsto the SocialDemocrats.
"We are convinced that Helmut
Kohl breaches his duty as honorary chairman if he refuses to
contribute to overcomingthe crisis,"a pale and dejected Schaeuble
told reporters after the emergency
session.
The leaders also demanded

CHICAGO(AP)- When Pat Shapley
taught advanced organic chemistry the traditional way,she often found herself looking
into a sea of blank stares - or no stares at all.
''I'd have a lecture hall full of students, most
of whom were sleeping or eating Cheerios,"
the Universityof Illinoisprofessor said
Tuesday. "No one ever asked questions."
That all changed, Shapley said, when she
put her course on the lnternet. Suddenly shy
students were piping up with questions, and
class members were excited to learn at their
own pace.
Shapley'scourse is an example of good
Internet teaching, according to an online
learning study by group of Universityof
,,Illinoisprofessors.Ihey found that online
courses can be hign-quality
The idea for the study came in 1997,after

-.----in
:
t
he
A-Team
..

See 1TSC 302 for more details
Call 797-0283
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university President James Stukel discussed a
. through small classes. The professors also said
vision for the school that included an emphastudents benefit more from social settings
sis on learning "beyond the bounds of time
where they can interact with classmates and
and place."Not all professors embraced the
teachers.
idea.
Shapley's online chemistry class includes
Among the skepticswas John Regalbuto,an quizzes three times a week and "lectures" that
associate professor of chemical engineering at
have pictures and text students can click on to
the university's Chicago campus. Regalbuto,
learn more about unfamiliar concepts.
who became chairman of the professors'
Clicking on a diagram of a chemical reaction,
group, said he was concerned that the quality
for example, might show that reaction taking .
of teaching suffers when students and profesplace step by step.
sors don't interact in person.
She said a large class can still work.
"The good news is high-quality online
Students still talk with teaching assistants in
teaching can be done ...but it's not going to be small groups in addition to going online.
the moneymaker administrators think it's
Matt Wargin, a 22-year-old University of
going to be," Regalbutosaid.
Illinoisjournalism graduate, said he liked an
The study concluded that good online
economics class that offered online quizzes.
teaching still requires professors to maintain a
"human touch" with their students, usually
Jumpto ONLINE.Page16

·Liberal clergy urge all faiths
to hold same-sex ceremonies
NEW YORK(AP)all age levels. It opposes "unsusPa.: "God loves homosexuals, as
Dramatizing the most divisive
tainable population growth," the he loves us all. But I have yet to
issue in American religion, 850
"commercial exploitation of sex- find any support based on
mostly liberal members of the
uality" and all forms of "sexual
Scripture, tradition or reason for
clergy and other religious figures oppression ."
the idea that God approves of
issued a declaration Tuesday
"For too long the only voices
homosexual behavior."
urging all faiths to bless samein the public
Members of 25
sex couples and allow openly
square on relidenominations
'For too long the only signed the declagay ministers.
gion and sexuAmong endorsers of the
ality have been
ration, but nearly
voices in the public
statement were the retired
the anti-sexuhalf were from
square on religion and four groups with
leader of the Episcopal Church,
ality prothe presidents of the United
nouncements
policies:
sexuality have been the liberal
Church of Christ and Unitarian
of the religious
the United
Universalist Association, presiright," said
Church,
anti-sexuality
dents or deans at 15 Protestant
Debra Haffner,
Unitarian
pronouncements of the Universalists and
seminaries, and numerous thepresident of
ology teachers.
the Sexuality
Judaism's Reform
religious right.'
The declaration got slim
Information
and
backing among Roman Catholics and Education
Reconstructionist
• DEBRA
I-IAITNERE.
and none from any major
Council of the
branches.
PRESIDEJl,iT
OF SEXI.W.ITY
Evangelical,black Protestant,
U.S.,a secular
The slim
INFORMATIONA"IID
Eastern Orthodox, Mormon ,
organization.
Catholic support
EDUO\TIONCOUNCIL
· A
Buddhist, Hindu or Muslim
came from two
organizations .
spokesman for
nuns and a few
Besides homosexuality, the
the Southern
lay activists.
paper adv,ocates open access to
Baptist Convention, the Rev.
Nine bishops and a dozen
abortion and sex education at
William Merrell, said the declaseminary professors gave
ration perpetuates a "radical
endorsements from the
departure from the teachings of Episcopc1lChurch , which will
the Scriptures."
vote on same-sex rituals at a
"I do not believe that the
convention in July.
moral confusion and the moral
There was weaker official
incoherence that characterizes
support from officials of the
the time is relieved by such
United Methodist Church and
statements. Rather it is ·made
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).In
worse," Merrell said.
May, Methodists will debate
Added an Episcopal Church
ordination of gay ministers and
conservative, President Peter C.
same-sex marriages;
Moore of Trinity Episcopal
Presbyterians will debate sameSchool for Ministry in Ambridge, sex marriage in June.
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The roadendedin Colorado:

~tesman

Aggies entering 4-game
road stint 2-0 in BWC
centage of just 36.4 from the field ( 16of-44).
"We finally did it," Rolle said. "We
The Utah State University mens' bascame out and played good defense for
ketball team is 6-0 against teams from
40 minutes."
the state of California this season. Five
USU, on the other hand, was able to
of those wins came at home, while only
shoot 55.4 percent in the game (31-ofone was at a neutral site.
56), connecting on 62.5
The University of
percent of its shots in the
California at Irvine became
first half alone.
the latest victim from the
The win capped off a
Golden State on Saturday
six-game home stand for
evening at the Spectrum as
the Aggies (5-1 ), their
the Aggies walked away with
longest in 17 years.
High Scorer: ..
an 81-46 victory.
Utah State hits the road
· Troy Rollescored
18
The Aggies (2-0 Big West
this week to play the
Conference, 11-5 overall)
points.on 80percent University of California at
shootingfrom the
trailed at the start as they let
Santa Barbara on
the Anteaters score the first
field.
Thursday night and
two points of the game, but a
California Polytechnic
13-3 run put USU in control
State University on
Key Stat:
for good.
USUhad 16 combine Saturday. The Aggies are
Utah State senior Troy Rolle stealsandblocks
winless on the road this
led all scorers with 18 points
season in three tries.
comparedto 3 for ·
on 8-for-10 shooting from the
"We're looking forward
Irvine. ·
field Junior forward Curtis
to going on the road," said
Bobb joined Rolle in double
Turning
Aggie head coach Stew
figures with a career-high 13
Morrill. "Our guys are
point:
excited about how we
points as he went 4-for-6 from
the floor and a perfect 5-for-5
Two back-to-back
played Saturday night, and
from the free-throw line.
fast breakbucketslaJ1 feel like they're getting
Sophomore forward
- inthefirst.halfto •·· · better. The best thing we
Brennan Ray also had a careerbreakthetamrcpen,
r . can do is go out with a
high game as he scored five
positive frame of mind
points, but left early in the second half
and see what we can get done ."
due to a muscle injury in the back of
USU carries this momentum into the
his neck from colliding with an Irvine
Thunderdome Thursday evening against
player in a scramble for a loose ball.
UCSB, who is 0-2 in conference play
The Aggies· defense was smothering,
limiting the Anteaters to a shooting per- Jumpto&sKITBALL.
Page10
WADE DENNISTON

Senior Sports Writer

Coaches Randy Rahe (left) and Stew
Morrill keep tabs on the USU defense
in the secondhalf Saturday night.

Morrill: the
Aggies'
defensive
drill sergeant

usu81
UCI46

NEVER
BEHIND/ Aaron Morton
Defense,
defense,
defense.
U t a h
S t a t e
University
basketba 11
team
head
coach Stew
Morrill is constantly talking about
defense.
Usually, the post-game interviews with Morri11are pretty routine. Before anyone asks any questions, he gives his analysis of the
game.
And so far this season, he has almost without exception - started out talking about the Aggie
defense.
Some examples:
"We need to get a whole lot better defensively if we're going to
have a chance to compete in the
Big West," he said after the
Brigham Young University loss.
USU needs to play 40 minutes of
solid defensive basketball, he has
said with other variations throughout the season. ,
"We'v.Hbeen harping and harping about defensive effort and consistency," Morrill said after
Saturday's game against University
of California at Irvine.
Super-sub Curtis Bobb concurs.
"We worked hard in practice on
defense. Coach always says, 'Once
our defense clicks, our offense will
come."'
On Saturday night, the offense
did come.
The 81-46 blow out is the
largest win over a BWC opponent
since 1997.
"(Saturday) our defense got our
offense going," Morrill said. ,
USU's 12 steals and four official
blocks (I counted at least seven) not
only jump-started the Aggie fast
break, it focused the team on their
half-court offense as well. The
team shot a blazing 55 percent
from the field while the Anteaters
were muzzled to a miserable 36
percent.
A major reason for the Aggie
shooting percentage might be the
12 points off fast breaks that came
from forced turnovers. And they
came at key times during the game.
With about seven minutes left in
the first half, USU held a shaky 2118 lead. Defense led to fast breaks
that led to a Troy Rolle spinning
lay-up and a Bobb dunk and the
foul. The lead was extended to
eight and the Aggies never looked
back.
Saturday's game was a good
example of how the USU defense,
while very good this year, has
increasingly gottten better - good
enough to the point that the Aggies
played almost the whole game in a
man-to-man defense.
"We're starting to play man-toman really hard," Bobb said.
Irvine's 46 points was the lowest
point total USU's defense has
allowed this season, and that is
pretty impressive considering the
team's statistics this season.
The Aggies have allowed only
62.1 points per game. Since the
1957-58 season, only the 1996-97
team allowed fewer points, as they
allowed 61.4 points per game that
season. In addition, USU is holding
its opponents to a poor 42 percent
from the field - that is the secondlowest percentage in ·the last 22
years.
And it all starts in practice, Bobb
said.
"We're always after each other
in practice," he said.

AaronMorton is the assistantsports
editorof the Statesman.
He welcomescommentsat
sports@statesman.usu.edu

UC Irvine
forward Jens

Jensenscramblesfor a
looseba/1 in
the Aggies
81-46 win
Saturday
night at the

::: Spectrum.
~ The Aggies
:1§forced 19
~ Anteaters
5 turnovers
d with a stranUSU sophomore forward Brennan Ray takesan easy dunk in USU's route of UC Irvine.
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~ gling defense.

Personal records fall
•
1n USUtrack team's
opener •1n Pocatello
JEN LONGSON

Sports Writer

J
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USU senior Christy Denson looksfor the upper bar 011 the uneven barsFriday night. She led the Aggies in the event.

•

lossto Utah
Injuries
nagUSU1n lopsided
LYNNETTE HOFFMAN

Sports Writer

SALTLAKECITY - Battling
the fifth-ranked University of
Utah in Salt Lake City Friday
night, the Utah State University
gymnastics team expected some
tough competition and a big
crowd.
What they weren't expecting
was the addition of two more
names to the injury list.
Freshmen Kristen Bloom
injured her shoulder while
warming up for the vault and
Tina Ellis injured her ankle during floor warmups when she
landed on it wrong. Bloom did
not compete and Ellis sat out the
floor event in preparation for
the beam. They were both
scheduled to compete in the allaround.
USU was already competing

without one of last year's top
scorers, junior Jessenia Abrego,
internationally experienced
freshman Nicole Kilpatrick. and
Allison Rosenthal.
·
Utah State's third allarounder, Christy Denson, had
only trained for about three
weeks after sustaining a fractured forearm, That didn't prevent Denson from leading USU
on bars and floor, scoring 9.825
on both events.
Denson·s 38.700 all-around
score placed her fourth, behind
two Utah all-Americans and the
defending natiQnal ·champion
Theresa Kulikowski. Kulikowski
won the meet with a score of
39.400, but that wasn't enough
to satisfy Utah head coach Greg
Marsden.
The Utes won the meet with a
score of 195.650, compared to
Utah State's 190.375, and cap-

tured the top three all-around
spots. Mardsen was dissatisfied
with his teams performance on
the balance beam.
Wobbles and falls characterized the performances of both
teams on the precarious event.
Kulikowski won the event with a
score of 9.825, but said the event
was "shaky." The Utes had two
competitors fall, and a third
nearly fell.
.
"We have to turn that event
around from what was obviously
our worst event, and make it our
best event, or we're gonna be sitting in the stands watching
everyone else again," Marsden
said, referring to the NCAA
nationals, where last year the
Utes failed to advance to the
finals .
Kirra Degener's clean and

Jmnpto Um. Pag~e
1~0~- --

The Utah State University
track and field team has
hopes for a promising season after returning from a
successful performance at
the Snake River Open held
in Pocatello. Idaho on
Saturday.
"We really wanted to see
where each athlete was," said
head coach Greg Gensel.
·our team did a great job in
their first competition."
The Aggies had 24 men
and 27 women beat their
personal record.
"We had some good quality competition this weekend," Gensel said. "Nothing
beyond us. It was just good
to see how everyone would
perform."
Other schools who
attended the Open were
Brigham Young University,
Utah Valley State College,
Idaho State University and
Weber State University.
Some of the top finishes
for the men include Brad
Reed, a senior, who placed
second in the weight throw
with a toss of 53 feet 5.5
inches.
Senior Lawrence
Ringwald just missed his
personal record in the 60
meters, finishing with a time
of 7:01.
Josh Sides placed fourth
in the shot put with a throw
of 54 feet 7 inches.
"Josh is one of the best
freshmen shot putters that I
have seen in a long time,"
Gensel said. "He did a great
job on Saturday."
For the women, Rebecka

Thornley finished second in
the mile with her season
best time of 5:04:90.
Danielle Kot in the 60
meter race and Kristen
Hoffman in the high jump
each earned third place finishes for the Aggies.
Debra Barker, a freshman,
finished third in the pole
vault with a personal record
jump of 11 feet.
The Aggies will prepare
today for their next competiton, the Pole Vault Summit
held in Reno, Nev., on Friday
and Saturday .

Results from Snake River
Open
Women
Danielle Kot. 60-meter, 7.76,
third
Andrea Jeppsen, 60-meter,
7.90. fourth
Rebeka Thornley, Mile,
5:04.90, second
Kristen Hoffman, High
jump, 5'0600, third
Tatyana Hovhannisyam,
Triple jump, 38-03.50, second
Debra Barker, Pole Vault. 110, third
Men
Trevor Bentenson, fourth
60-meter hurdles, 8.41,
fourth
Mike Cosgrave, High jump,
6-05.00, fourth
Bruce McCannel, Long jump,
22-07, 3rd triple jump, 4602.00, sec,:ond
Joel Johnson, Long jump,
22.00.25, fourth
Josh Sides, Shot put, 5407.00, fourth
Brad Reed, Weight throw,
53-05.5, second
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Campus Recreation
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Troy Rolle led the Aggies in bothgames last week with 24 and 18 points.

~
Water
safety

Rolle's
careerperformances
earnshim
UtahStateplayer-of-the-week
honors
UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Athletic Media Relations

Utah State University basketball player Troy Rolle was voted
Utah State's athlete of the week
by the local media panel. it was
announced today
Rolle.a senior from Orlando,
Fla.. led the Aggies to a pair of
conference wins over the weekend. as he averaged 21.0 points in
only 28 minutes of action.
Versus Cal State Fullerton. Rolle
scored a career-high 24 points on
seven-of 14 shooting (four-ofseven from three) and a perfect
six-of-six from the free throw
line.
Against UC Irvine, Rolle scored
18 points (13 of which came in
the first half) in only 24 minutes
as he shot an amazing eight-of-10
from the field. For the weekend,
Rolle shot a blistering 63 percent
(15-of-24) from the field, 56 percent (five-of-nine) from the three
point range, and was a perfect

PersonalTrainin~

~ij•Tlil~
~-,~

Deep
Water
Aerobics
..
<:,\feet-Wise
Cycling

Adult and Children Classes! Drop by HPER 126 or call
797-0549 for class dates, times, and cost. Or just visit
our web site: www.usu.edu/~campredspring_rip.html

seven-of-seven from the free
throw line. He also notched four
rebounds, an assist, and no
turnovers versus the Anteaters.
OTHER ATHLETE-OF-THEWEEK NOMINEES:

Gymnastics: CHRISTYDENSON/ Senior...Led Utah State in
its 190.375-195.650loss at Utah
Friday, scoring a 38.700 in the allaround competition. Denson
posted scores of 9.550 on the
vault. 9.825 on the bars. 9.500 on
the beam, and 9.825 on the floor.
Men's Track: BRUCE
McCANNEU Freshman ...
Finished second in the long jump
(22-07) and third in the in the
triple jump (46-02) at the Snake
River Open in Pocatello on
Saturday.
Women's Track: REBEKA
THORNLEYI Junior... Placed second in the mile, with a time of
5:04.90, at the Snake River Open
in pocatello on Saturday.

Williams slow
to get going in
Aussie Open

ASK

ABOUT

RENTALS

MELBOURNE,Australia (AP)Looking lost, worried and terribly
tired, Serena Williams turned to
her mother in the stands as if
seeking a shoulder to lean on.
Oracene Williams could do no
more than stare back glumly and
helplessly, her chin on her hands.
They had flown 20 hours from
Florida to the Australian Open.
arriving jet-lagged just four days
before Tuesday night's first-round
match. Serena hadn't played a
match in three months, her back
hurt from a lingering injury and
her legs felt dead.
And now an unknown, an
Australian wild card playing in her
first major tournament, No. 261
Amanda Grahame, stood across
the net - two games from sending the U.S. Open champion and
her mother/coach right back
home.
Somehow, the third-seeded
Williams summoned the strength
to serve out the next game at love.
then break Grahame on the third
match-point to win 6-4, 4-6. 6-4. It
was a two-hour test of endurance
and will that began in muggy heat
and ended, after a half-hour rain
delay in the second set. under the
center court's retractable roof.
"I can·t picture myself losing
until the last point is over and I'm
shaking her hand, thinking, ·1can't
believe it,"' the 18-year-old
Williams said.
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SNOWBOARDING
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BOOKSTORE

and 4-9 overall.
"That's what we have to do:
Rolle said. ·we have to take this
on the road. Our biggest thing
right now is the road. That's
what we're concentrating on."
Morrill agreed.
·1 think the thing that we
have to try and do is be a little
bit more emotionally ready on
the road," he said. "If you saw
us Saturday night, we were
emotionally excited, aggressive
and ready to play basketball.
We can play with everybody on
our schedule if we're like we
were Saturday night."
UCSB comes into the game
on a two-game losing streak
after losses at the University of
North Texas on Thursday (7467) and New Mexico State
University on Saturday (76-61).
Before that, the Gauchos had
won two in a row.
Still. Morrill isn't counting
on an easy victory for the
Aggies.
"They're physical," Morrill
said. "They're, right now, the
best defensive team in the
league. They're holding people
to 38 percent, which is phenomenal. They make it very
hard for you to score."
In a meeting with UCSB at
the Big West Conference
Tournament in Reno, Nev.,
Utah State shot just 43 percent
in the game. The low shooting
percentage resulted in a 75-74
loss to the Gauchos.
Morrill said another concern
the Aggies have about the
Gauchos is their fast break.
"They hurt us bad last year
in transition," Morrill said. "(It)
is like, zoom, and they were
gone on a turnover, or sometimes on missed shots they
· were just laying it up at the
other end, so that's something
we·re concerned about and
working on."
Leading the way for UCSB
this year are senior guard Erick
Ashe, who averages 11.8
rebounds per game. and junior
forward Adama Ndiaye at 9.2 a
game.
This will be the 49th meeting between the two schools
with USU leading the series,
27-21.
Utah State will take on Cal
Poly (0-2, 5-9) Saturday in San
Luis Obispo. The Aggies are 4-0
lifetime against the Mustangs.
Each game will tip-off at 8
p.m. MST

'

8ASK£TBALL
SUMMARY
Hirt FG
27 218
18 0/2
€tllingtQn 25 0/0
Greer,
32 3(8
27 ◄/8
Jackson
Chrin
16 113
Edmond l2 2/3
Bennem l3 0/2
Okoro
12 l/2
18 314
Jones
TOTALS 200161«
Irvine

Ondera
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usu

FT Reb. ATP
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Daniels
Srown
Jonsen
R~
Rolle
Stf!wart
WiHden
Thomas
Ray
Sailey
Bobb

Hirt FG
22 315
24 117
21 3(5
27 3(5
2'1 8110
15 013
6
Ill
13 lf3
H 1/l
H 114
12 4/6

lpt FG: Irvine7117Oackson
3, Edmond2,
J~s 2) USUSIil (Bn::iwn,
Roel<2, Rolle,
Ray)
Steals:..Irvine2 (Ondera,Jensen).USU 12
(D~iels,jorrien, Rock,Rolle,Stewart.
Thoma;i. Ray,Botx, ~Bloc:ks:
IrvineI (Ethlngwn).USU4 (Danlels
J, Jorssen)
A~d.mce: 6,383
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Now Being Accepted For TEXTBOOK SCHOLARSHIPS
The USU Bookstore ,s now accepting applicationsfor eight (8) $300 Student Textbook
Scholarships.One (I) deserving studem from EACH of Utah State Univers,ty'se,ght collegeswill be
awarded a scholarship.

..,

You may qualify for a Textbook Scholarship If you ...
. .are curremly enrolled as a Sophomore- Junior-or Senior-levelstudent at USU,~
.. willbe attending USU during the Summer and/or Fall2000 semester.~
. have NOT previouslyreceived a scholarship wh,le attending USU,AND
..can demonstrate academic and serv,ce excellence.

8

,.

•

.

.

Weighted

Crlterta

Participationin Utah State Universityservice
Overall grade point average

Weight

50%
50%

Submission Information

,1

Textbook ScholarshipApplications may be obtained at the Bookstore InformationDesk or any Dean·s
office Applicat,onsmust be returned to the Bookstore no later than 500 p.m.on >ebruary I 8 2000

.,

USU Bookstore management will collect and review all applicationsand ,s solelyresponsible for
awa.-d,ngTextbookScholarships.Bookstore employees and their relativesare not eligible.Textbook
Scholarshiprecipients willbe notified by postal mail by March 20, 2009. Scholarshipswill be awarded
at the Bookstore Honor's Luncheon on April I2, 2000. Scholarshipswillbe availablefor use Summer
2000 through Spring200 I Semesters.

,.,.
1
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Penalty-filled win over lcecats gives
USU I st win of 2000, 16th straight
LONDONor PARIS
REUBEN WADSWORTH

Only $299 roundtrfpt
NEW YORK $258~ MIAMI $287!

Sports Writer

Even after a month-long
absence from the ice, no team
can defeat the Utah State
University hockey team.
The Aggiesdisposed of the
Provo Icecats (BrighamYoung
University)9-4 last Saturday for
their 16th-straight win of the
season.

'Thatwas

GUATAMALA

$408

***********~***** ..*********1<1'
HUGE' GEAR SAL.E up to 75o/cOFF
inctudfng back.packSI
1·999 L.ErS GO tiUib~
112 OFF

usu

forward Aaron
Burrell
an ugly
stepped up his
game with a
game.'
five-goal,twoassist perfor•DANNY
mance.
WILSON•
The
contest was
Df.FENSf.MAN
filled with
penalties. Very
few times were
10 men on the ice. Provo had a
five-on-three power play for a
total of about 10 minutes.
·They always get their goals
on power plays,"USU goaltender
Eric Moldenhauer said, adding
that each of the Icecats' goals
came when the Aggieswere
shorthanded.
The game featured 23 penalties and 46 penalty minutes for
the Aggies.USU's KellyFroerer
was ejected for roughing and will
miss the next two games. Aggie
defenseman Danny Wilson was
called for a double minor penalty for throwing one of the
Assistant captain Nate Anderson slaps the puck back to teammates in a faceoffagainst Provo Saturday.
Icecats on the ice.
Icecats would give the Aggie
physical until they play Weber
"That was an ugly game,"
"Weweren't hitting hard in
thier seventh win against in- ·
State again, Wilson said.
Wilson said of the penalties.
the first period," said
state opponents this season.
Moldenhauer said his team
Moldenhauer. After the inaugur- Wilson said head coach Jerry
Saturday, USU will face off
could
expect
another
physical
Crossley
told
the
team
afterward
al 20 minutes, Moldenhauer said
battle when the Aggiesplay the
against the No. 2 ranked team in
it needed to have better discithe officialswouldn't let the
the West, Colorado State
Icecats in Provo this Friday.
pline and avoid the penalties.
players engage in any physical
University in Ogden.
Another win against the
The Aggieswon't have a game as
play.

usu

Challengesface USUAD in slating 200 I schedule
AARON MORTON

Assistant Sports Editor

With the fall 2000 football
schedule out of the way, Utah
State University Athletic Director
Rance Pugmire looks toward the
2001 and 2002 seasons.
Without the standard conference opponents, USU will have a
tough time filling those schedules - especially later in the
season. So far for early 2001,
Pugmire has signed the
University of Utah, the
University of Wyoming:
Louisiana State University,
Weber State University and pos-

, sibly Fresno State University.
Pugmire said he is.esp,.ecially •
excited aboei1the WSU home
game, the LSU game and the
home game with Wyoming.
His goals for future schedules
are to play regional teams and
the occasional Eastern powerhouse school like LSU.
'That's the kind of game
(players) will remember,"
Pugmire said.
Don't look for Division II
teams, Pugmire said. With the
exception of 2000 season and
the Weber State game in 2001 the first in almost two decades
- USU will not be playing Div.

II teams in the future.

Wyoming, the Aggi~,0p.en at
"We should be playing teams
home against Southern Utah
in our own division,"he said.
University. Later in September,
Beyond•the 2000 season, USU Utah State travels to the Fiesta
football has no conference to
Bowlto take on Arizona State
play in - yet. While Pugmire
University after a bye week.
will continue trying to get games
"Our kids will have a ball,"
to play later in the season, when Pugmire said. 'They'll remember
that."
conference play is usually in
swing, there will be a clause to
Then the Aggiesreturn to
move the game to a different
Utah to take on the Utes at
date if USU does join a confer. Romney (likelyduring homeence, he said.
coming) and Brigham Young
But Big West Conference foot- University at Provo.
ball will be around for 2000 and
After the BWCseason, the
Pugmire said he likes the nonUniversity of Nevada at Reno's
conference schedule.
spot will be taken by Jdaho State
After the match-up at
University.

Clubbasketball
endsseasonUTES
withlossto NWColorado

Continuedfrom Page9

JAN ELIASON

Sports Writer

Despite the final score,the
Utah State Universitywomens
basketballclub considerstheir
last game a successfulone.
On Monday,the Aggiestraveled to the upper left corner of
Colorado to take on the
Spartans from Colorado
Northwestern Community
College.The entire game was
back and forth, but the CNCC
Spartans stole the lead with 10
minutes left and never looked
back for a final "high"score of
97-82.It was the club's second
loss to the Spartans this season.
This was their third meeting
this season, so interim coach
Ernie Rivershad a good idea on
how to successfullyplay against
this team. He decided to play in
a box-and-one (a zone defense
with four players and one playing man-on-man) on the defensive end because,in their previous meetings,the Spartans shot
very well from the 3-point line.
The box-and-one worked for
a while,but once the Aggies
stopped the key players from
CNCC:,the other Spartans
stepped up and it was too
much for USUto handle, Rivers
said.
The lead went back and
forth many times. lt was a high
scoring game because it was so
fast-pacedwith many breakawaysand quick shots with little offensiveplays.
"lt was a track meet,"Rivers
said. ·1 don't think the shot

clockwent under 15 seconds
more than three times."
Riversattributes this fastpaced game to the pressure
defense used by both teams.
CNCC and USUwere equally
aggressiveon the defensiveand
offensiveends.
Although they lost, the
Aggiesoutplayed the Spartans
on the stat sheet. They shot 44
percent from the floor versus
CNCC's37 percent. They outrebounded them, caused more
turnovers and they had more
steals than CNCC.
However,there was quite a
discrepancyat the line. The
Spartans shot 26 more free
throws than the Aggies.
"We outplayed them in
every aspect of the game, but
they shot a lot more free
throws than we did,"Rivers
said.
Everyoneon the team got at
least 16 minutes of playing
time. And surprisingly,all but
three of the girls shot more
than 50 percent from the field.
Alsothree playersscored in
double figuresat Monday's
game: ChalyceStevenshad 22,
Heather Henderson contributed 13, and Chantelle
Hiatt put in a career-high 14
points on 4-6 from three-point
land.
Riverswas pleased with the
team's efforts on Monday and
thought the season ended on a
good note.
"Theyplayed well as a team
this game and it was a fun trip
for everyone,"Riverssaid.

smooth beam routine started the
Aggies off well with a score of
9.75, but no other Aggies were
able to match her score. Falls in
three routines, combined with
missing requirements, forced USU
to count two sub 9.00 performances.
The meet showcased many first
time competitors for Utah State,
many of whom weren't told they
were competing until \twas just
about time to shed their warm up
clothes and perform.
Sophomore Stephanie Huff performed on floor and vault
throughout last year. Besides leading the team on vault and earning
a 9.725 on floor, Huff made her
beam debut Friday night, earning
USU's third-highest beam score of
the evening.
Difficult combination skills and
a fluid routine earned freshman
Kelcy Wathen a 9.8 on bars.
Sophomore Laura Swank, who was
out last season recovering from
knee surgery, competed a
yurochenko vault for the_first time
in her career.
The floor exercise featured even
more young athletes. USU's lineup included just five gymnasts,
three of whom were first time
competitors on the event. Without
the luxury of a sixth performer. all
five scores counted.
Swank was first up, followed by
senior Trina Ewart, and freshman
Erin Maguire. Despite lack of collegiate experience on the event. all
three turned in strong performances. Maguire had spent the
last few years in trampoline and
tumbling, but adjusted fine to the
new atmosphere, opening the

event with a double layout.
"This is her first gymnastics
meet in three years, said head
coach Ray Corn. ·1 thought she did
a great job throwing that double
layout."
The Aggies are confident they
will improve as they become both
healthy and more experienced.
With five athletes on the sidelines,
the team probably won't reach its
full potential until late February
or early March, Corn said.
"We're gonna learn from this,"
Corn said. "We'll be better in two
weeks than we were tonight, and
we'll improve each week."
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UKproposes Michael J.Fox leaving TV series
restrictions to help fight Parkinson's disease
'I feel that right now my time and energy would be
on spankings
better spent with my family and working toward a

Has-your book
not arrived at
the Bookstore
yet? Is it out-of-stock?
You can check the Bookstore's web site for expected
arrival dates. See ""SPRING RUSH: Is my book
in?"'located on the right side-bar of our homepage:
www.bookstore.usu.edu.
You can also find what books you need for your classes
through the "'Order Textbooks"' button on the main
page. All book information including the pnce is available
on the Bookstore's web site .

.bookstore.usu.edu
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ltubStute
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE

Have you ever
wondered what
MOORE BCS does?
Maybe you are looking for
employment with MOORE, but
are unsure of what we do and the
type of people we are looking for.
If so, please plan on attending the following:

MOORE BCS will hold an
INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Thursday, January 27th,
for all those interested in:
• The Business of MOORE BCS
• Employment Opportunities
• Making Contact with
Representatives of MOORE BCS
The meeting will be held at Utah State
University in Eccles Conference Center
in rooms 303-305from 7-8 pm. During
the first 30 minutes there will be a
presentation on MOORE BCS and
the last 30 minutes will be open for
questions and networking.

There will be free pizza and drinks
at 7:30 pm. See you there!

LONDON (AP}- It was a case
that captured headlines: A man
who had repeatedly beaten his 9-year-old stepson with a cane
walked free by employing the
Victorian-era defense of "reasonable chastisement."
On Tuesday, the British government moved to tighten the
1861 law, unveiling proposals that
would bar parents from spanking
their offspring with anything but
their hands or smacking a child's
head, eyes or ears.
The measures - ordained by a
1998 European Court of Human
Rights ruling that the beaten boy's
rights had been violated - mirror
a European trend of placing limits
on corporal punishment.
Spanking is banned in Finland,
Denmark, Norway and Sweden,
and Germany's parliament is-considering a bill that entitles chil~
dren to a "violence-free upbringing."
"We understand the importance of encouraging non-physical
methods of discipline when parents are bringing up their children," British health minister John
Hutton said in announcing the
proposed amendments.
"Good parenting is vital," he
added. "But it can be a demanding job."
Victorian novels such as
Charles Dickens' "David
Copperfield" are rife with tales of
children being beaten and caned,
sometimes until bloody. In books,
and in life, it once was not
uncommon for British children to
then be forced to offer thanks for
the thrashing.
Such punishments lingered on
in Britain for decades, in varying
degrees, even in such uppeHrust
private schools as Eton,
Not until 1986 did Parliament
outlaw corporal punishment in
Britain's public schools, and the
practice wasn't banned in private
schools until 12 years later.
Under the current law governing parental discipline, any parent
or guardian may claim "reasonable chastisement" if accused in
court of physicallyhc;1rmi1}.g
a
child.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - "Spin
City" star Michael J_Fox said
Tuesday he is leaving the ABC
sitcom, but not show business.
because of his fight against
Parkinson's disease.
Fox, who revealed in 1998
that he suffers from the degenerative neurological disorder
that affects movement. said this
will be his last season with the
highly rated series.
"I could not be more proud
of the show ... and all that we
have accomplished over the last
four years, yet I feel that right
now my time and energy would
be better spent with my family
and working toward a cure for
Parkinson's disease," the 38year-old actor said.
"This does not mean I am
retiring from acting, producing
or directing, only that I want to
relieve the strain of producing
and performing a weekly network series," he said in a statement.
ABC, which had no com·ment
on the show's future, called

"Spin City" a "labor of love" for
Fox.
"Clearly there are more
important things in life and we
wish Michael and his family our
heartfelt thanks and support,"
the network said. "We look forward to working with Michael
in his future endeavors."
Fox, who is up for a Golden
Globe award Sunday. plays a
hard-charging deputy mayor on
the series now in its fourth
year,
His co-stars include Barry
Bostwick and Heather Locklear,
who joined the cast this season.
The former star of the sitcom Family Ties and the Back
to the Future movies told of his

incurable illness in the
December 1998 issue of People
magazine.
He decided to reveal his
affliction because he thought
he could help his family and
other sufferers of the disease.
Fox has three children, a son
and twin daughters, with actress
Tracy Pollan.
In 1991, Fox noticed a
"twitch" in the little finger on
his left hand while on the set of
the film Doc Hollywood
Although a doctor told him
he could function for many
years, the disease progressed
and he suffered stiffness in his
entire left side and violent
tremors.

•

· BOSTON (AP}t PresidentClinton appealep to Congress
on Tuesday to begin the new century with a fresh slate on
gun control, saying "commonsense gun safety" should be the
first item on this year's congressional agenda.
Clinton requ~~ted the lawmakers' support for a $280 million package of new gun safety and enforcexnent programs
/ that he will propos~ in his budget package, .•··. ·
·· · And he askedJhat they "start this new century by a ban,.dor1\ng another 'stale debate" about whether the government
•sl;);g\ild
enforce existing gup laws -stronger otJight crime . and
prevent firearm§ ~ccidents throughnew gyn-t9ntrolll:I\V~''Tbe real answer is we should do both,')Clfoton said.
His budget package, be said, was designed to send an
unambiguous message to criminals: "If you commit crimes
with guns or vi()late gun laws. you will pay a heavy price."
Clinton's usuaLnemesis on .gun issues, tp.t!:NationalRifle
Association. offered cautious support for the new enforce~
ment tools Clintqn is requesting, Clinton wan.ts 500 new
Bureau of Alcolj-.gbacco
and Firearms ag.
~dinspectqrs,<plus 1.000,m~re prosect.JtQrsfocusin'g...pg;gun
crtme at all
l~y~l~
~noa PrP&fitm
to tracRguns throri$p
}ija1J,stics
t~sVrtg.
'
r\ C.~11ingan~~pha.sis on tpcr~ased etiford~inentand
p,fosecution"long ovl:lr~ue:·NRA spokesman JimMa.nown Said the
oq~anization is readyto renew its fight against two new gun•
control measures lhat collapsed in Con_gresslast year.
·
"We f=.ertainlydon't expect the Clinton~Gore administration to aband9p their push for new restrictions on .law-abiding gun owneis;tManown said.
Clinton annou.nced bis gun proposal during a visino a
spotless new gyp:inasium and community meeting hall in the
Bo~ton neighb9r.p99d of Roxbµty,where reported crime was
0

ri!si~:teen
ing laws and tdbetter enforcement and .better prevention,"
the presidentsajq..
·•·•· .
"'
Boston's honiifide rate dropped to a 38-year low in 1999,
thanks in partt,fa program that allied law enforcement, the
clergy,c6mmunity)eadersand gang melllbersagainst crime.
The l3oston J;ikit Project is credited withlhe homicide toll's
plurige from 153'slayings in 1990 to 31 in 19.99.A strong
economy anddeclinin_g use of crack cocain~ also contributed
to jmprove9 Jl.eighborhood security,
.\
... .··
_lp.additioµJq JJ)e gup plan Clintop annqunc~d !IIf§WlY,
,
the admfoisfratiqt:1
already has said it wiHasl(.f9r
HOmilliqn
to develop "sJJ1art
gups" that·fire only wh~n held by their
owners,The White House also Js tryingto.cpnviri.ce gun makers and gun dealers to agree to new safetyrµles, Withthe
threat of a national lawsuitif the groups dori'tcomply. ·

•

l

SPIN Orr ~li\R

PEST CONTROL

S3&,s1a PEST c0NTROL•

• $16,152

S40,111

SECURITIES

sEcu":~•~s

•

J

374-0688
ASK FOR BYRON

INFORMATION
MEETING
THURSDAY • FIFTH FLOOR • UNIVERSITY INN
PEST CONTROL 7:00 PM • SECURITY SYSTEMS 8:00 PM

JUDECRUTCHFIELD
SOLD PEST CONTROL
UVSC STUDENT

$28,621
IN 3 1/2 MONTHS
"I neverthoughtI couldmakeso much
money'Mtha summerjob! Eclipse'score
principlesof trust,integrity,and giving100%
makemefeel good aboutwhatI'm doing.
I'll neverworkforanyoneelse.•

BROCK
NYBORG
SOLD SECURITY SYSTEMS
RICKS STUDENT

$30,678 .
IN 4 MON~HS
"EachdayI hadthe opportunityto work
on business
skillsandachievepersonal
goals,Throughhardworkanddeterminatjon,I madea lot of moneyand
gainedvaluableexperience,•

•

NEW YORK (AP)-A delivery
service that made cocaine "as
easy to order as pizza" led to the
indictment of 10 men accused of
catering their drug trade to
upper-class professionals in
prime Manhattan neighborhoods.
"Cocaine distribution and use
is destructive of society, especially
when it becomes as easy to order
as pizza," US. Attorney Mary Jo
White said in a statement
Hundreds of names, addresses
and telephone numbers of customers in numerous residential
buildings on the Upper East Side,
the Upper West Side, Chelsea
and Soho were listed with the
service, authorities said. The
organization also allegedly delivered to restaurants and bars.
Most of the deliveries were in
small amounts ranging from half
a gram to 3 grams, courtpapers
showed.
After an order was placed. a
delivery person posing as a livery
cab driver would meet the customer at a prearranged location.
sometimes the residence of the
customer, according to the indictment.
Marvin Smilon, a spokesman
for White, wouldn't comment on
whether prosecutors were pursuing the customers but said the
investigation is continuing.
Two of the defendants were
being held without bail. Two others were awaiting court appearances and the others had not yet
been arrested.
If convicted, each defendant
faces a mandatory minimum of
10 years in prison and a maximum of !if e in prison with no
parole on conspiracy and drug
distribution charges.

i{ii~%~~qltt!i
2rf~i
dU&~B~h
:idth~h~~

h_onor-1
...
.

$15,304

• MICHAEL
J.fox•

Door-to-door
Clint!)!l says gu~ safety
cocaineservice
should be No. I on
:cdngr~$sional.agenda · yieldsarrests

d9

1999-2000 USU Creative Writing Contest
ubmission Deadline: 2:00pm February 4, 2000
For more information contact
Marina L. Hall 797-3858 rnhall@english.usu.edu
Sponsored by ASUSU and

NOWHIRING
roR.
NEXTSUMMER

cure for P~rkin~on'sdisease.'
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decide

q decide

w

t yoa

pay.

What's on the syllabus is what you're going ·to be reading. What you're going to pay, however, can be up to you~ That is,
if you shop at VarsityBooks.com. At VarsityBooks.comyou can save up to 40% on your textbooks, get them in one to three
business days, and all of this from a Web site that's completely reliable and secure. So there you have it, you decide.

Savingsoff distributor's suggestedprice. Booksdeliveredin no more than three businessdays. Somerestrictionsapply. See site for details.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.
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WHAT'SUP,USU?

......

IckRICH

■ MORE COAUCSINSIDE!

MOYER

The best place to start your day

=~:~~~®-;W&@.~md~u=~--'-·A-~~
Wednesday,Januazy19

& 9:45.r,m. TSC auditoium

ePresidential Forum,

-1cFREE

GERglL

CUA~e:
SCENE~-

Relationships:Home, Work, and
School,9:30 a.m. to noon,
Morgan Theatre, Free and open
to the public. For info.797-0735.
estab presents a Steven
Spielbergfilm "AMISTAD,"
7 p.m.

Thursday,Januazy20
econvocations Lecture Series,
Benjamin Jacobs,Holocaust
Survivor.12:30p.m.,TSC
Stevenson Ballroom.Free.
eHispanic Student Union, 5:30
p.m. EveryoneWelcome!
Multicultural Center TSC 3rd

DHbertscoTT
AoAMs

floor.Info Monique Torres
@hsuaggies@hotmail.com

WOW! THE DOGBERT
INVE5TMENT FUND
HA5 HIGHER FEE$
THAN ANY OTHER!

■ MORE COMICS INSIDE!

!..

THAT'5 HOW
YOU CAN TELL
IT'5 THE BE5T
FUND.

0
®

~

..,
•..

I

YE5, I HAVE
5UCKER5 OF
ALL TYPE5.

~TRUE!)

Friday,Januazy21

AG-gravationN1cK
PERK1Ns

F.Y.I.

• PINNACT.E
, National reentry honor societyis open to students 26
years of age or older,classrank of junior or senior. fiveyear or more
gap at some point. in their education, 3.0 overallUSUGPA,involved
in campus and or community activities,and be required to pay a
$20 one-time national membership fee. For info.contact the USU
Reentry Student Center, TSC310, 797-1728or email:
• Win great prizes and help raise money for scholarships!Buya
reentrycen@admissions.usu.edu.
raffleticket:mor.ly $ 1 this week from SHRM.
• Stillneedone or two creditsto fill your schedule?How about a
• Portraits of All Kinds of Familiesa Photo-TextExhibition,
Jan. 18 classin the outdoors taught by good old mother nati.1re?
We offer,
through 21, TSC International Luunge.This exhibit presents posiwinter ecology,kayakingskills&2drills.spring birding,& more!
tive, realisticimagesof all kinds of families,fostersdiscussions
RegisterToday Call 797-7379or come to the basement ECCRoom
about diversity. and revealsthe common thread present in this
103 for more info
tapestry of families,love.
•The ValR Christensen ServiceCenter is seekingnew volunteers
• Edith BowenLab SchoolAuditorium Dr. Linda Silverman.
for the new semester. Interested volunteers can sign up in the serDirector, Gifted DevelopmentCenter 'WhyDo We Need Gifted
vice center TSC Room 3ZZ
Education?''
Jan. 19, 2CXXJ
4 to 6 p.m. EveryonewelcomeCo• Attention all peI50nsinterestedin a Nutrition and FoodScience
sponsors, USUDepartment of Education,Phi Delta Kappa, Edith
Major!! Meet with a peer advisorin NFSrm. 109,Mondays 1:30BowenLab School,Cache ValleyLearning Center
2:30,Wednesdays10:00-11:(X)
or Fridays 11:30-12,30for information
• LDSMSAPresents, •Pizzaanda Movie"Jan. 22, 7 p.m. Featuring
about course requirements,program entry, career opportunities, etc.
Disney'sTARZAN,Free child care provided. Meet at the Institute.
for information e-mail SLH9R@cc.usu.edu
• Come partywithPIKAat the first party of the new millennium. • ISfATandGREPreparation
CourseThis famous
DJ NIK willbe there. Jan 21, 10 p.m. to 2 a.m., $3.
·
Johnson/Sherlockcourse providesstrategiesfor improvingtest
•CapoeiraShows& Seminars.ShowsJan. 21, 7 p.m. & Jan 22.
scores. Each 2 hour session allowsfor course instruction, strategies,
noon Cache ValleyMall. SeminarsJan 22. 9 am & 3 pm, Logan
practice. Call 797-0423or Email:conference@ext.usu.edu
Rec.Center, 195 S. 100 West. or email jason.white@bigfoot.com
• USUstudents who are trying to lose or maintain weight can learn
• Edith BowenFourth and Fifth Grade - TetonScienceCenter
how by participating in an eight week workshopoffered free of
ClliliDinnerBenefitJan. 22, 5 to 7:30p.m. Edith Bowen
chargeby the USUStudent Health Center. Receivefreenutrition
LaboratorySchoolCafeteria.Buffaloor vegetarian chili,a drink,
andbodyassessments.Workshopswillbegin Jan 24. Beforethe
cookies, and ice cream willbe served.Ticketsavailableat the
workshopsbegin students need to sign up and pick up more inforschool office prior or at :the door the night of the dinneF.
. mation at the Health Centerd~ phone Cynthia Allen, at 797-1627

..,

■ SLF8T CC.USU.EDU

,-------~
1 At-\TH( I.JC(T f fLAIJ10 Ufllli'.E.t'\'(
Sf£f ltJ r-1E.A1 9J9(1:'.l0(IN'fE.LL\:.CT
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HARDCASTLE
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$4.99

$4.99

Get our 12"
medium
original
cheese
pizza for
only $4.99

Get our 12''
medium
original
cheese
pizza for
only $4.99

Aggie
Special!

For delivery

For delivery

north of 200 N and USU campus

-

south of 200 N and Island area

Aggie
Special!
Ge1: our 12"
medium
original
cheese
pizza for
only $4.99

02/02/00

ellpires

02/02/00

________
_ ...__________
..._________
_

Limited delivery areas. Not valid
with other offers. Customers pays
applicable sales tax. Our dirvers
carry Jen than 520. 1999 Domino':J

..._

..

expires

02/02/00

ellpires

I

Aggie
Special!

Limited delivery areas.
Not valid
with other offers. Customers
pays
applicable
sales tall. Our dirvers
I carry less than 520. 1999 Domino•~

Limited delivery areas.
Not valid
with other offers. Customers
pays
applicable
sales tax. Our dirvers
I carry Jen than 520. 1999 Domino's:.J

r---------,r---------~r---------~

:$6.99 :$6.99
:
O
1I Large

·0

One II Large
ne II Large
ne
: Topper!
: Topper!
: Topper!

I Get our large pizza
I
for only $6.99
I
plus tax.
I
expires 02/02/00

I Get our large pizza
I
for only $6.99
I
plus tax.
I
expires 02/02/00

I Get our large pizza
I
for only $6.99
I
plus tax.
I
ellpires 02/02/00

ILimited
delivery areas.
Not valid
with other offers. Customers
pays
I..._
applicable
sales tlllll. Oar dirvers
carry Jen than $20. 1999 Domino's

ILimited
delivery areas.
Not valid
with other offers. Customers
pays
Iapplicable
sales tax. Our dirvers
..._
carry less than $20. 1999 Domino's

ILimited
delivery areas.
Not valid
with other offers. Customers
pays
applicable
sales
tax.
Our
..._
Icarry Jen than $20. 1999 dirvers
Domino's

IPizza,Inc.

IPizza,Inc.

IPizza,lnc.

_J
________
_.J ________
_.J ________

---------
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Voices& Views
No\M CHOMSKY,AlJTHOR,
1992:

"Ifwe don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise,we
don't believe in it at all."

EDITORIN CHIEF

797-1762
editor@statesman.usu.edu
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Food: Show me

~OTES

It used to be
younger
motoristswho
bought the
majorityof
sports cars in
the United
States. Not any
more. The
majorityof
Americans purchasing sports
carsare over the
age of 45, with
almost 37
percentbetween
the ages of 45
and 54. Another
18 percentare
55 and older.
Baby boomers
are earning
more money
thesedays and
they discover
some disposable
incomethat
they can spend
on "toys."
The top-selling
sports car is the
Ford Mustang.

the good stuff •••
the fat, the oil
JUSTATHOUGttr / JaredButtars

Getting on ferries easier than learning French
EAT
YOURPEAS,
ElNSTEJN
/ ElizabethLester
With
a
Bonsai tree sitting on my face
and
multiple
backpacks and
boxes covering
me I began to
debate the ethical aspects of
sneaking onto a ferry.
By the time I decided crossing the
English Channel for free was probably grounds for deportation, we were
at the check-in station.
At that exact moment, one of my
French friends happened to lose her
passport. She frantically began ripping apart the boxes balanced on my
belly. Eventually she found the passport and we were admitted on the
ferry.
Sneaking .an.tothe.ferry 1Y.aS.wecely one of the many experiences I naa
in France. Spending the holiday
month in a country whose language
sounds to me like a series of throats
being cleared was both fascinating
and fearsome. I quickly learned how
to smile, say "no," merci, yes, and
souflee bougee (that means, "blow
out the candle." I've spelled the
French words how they sound and
not how they are really written. ) I
also learned how to lip read. Lip
reading came in handy every time
we watched television. French TV

• UNITEDPRESS
INTERNATIONAL•

About

LETTERS

Lengthshouldbe
limitedto 350 words.
All lettersmay beshortened,editedor rejected
for reasonsof goodtaste,
redundancyor volume
of similarletters.
No anonymousletters
will be published
.
Writersmust sign all
letters,with phone
number(ore-mail
address)and student
numberclearlyslated.
Lettersrepresenting
groups- or morethan
one individual- must
have a singularrepresentativeclearlystated,
with all necessaryID
and information.
Writersmust wait21
days beforesubmitting
successiveletters- no
exceptions.
Letterscanbe hand
deliveredor mailedto
77,eStatesmanin the
TSC 319,or can be
e-mailedat
editur@

statesman.usu.edu

CamiC Boehme
NEWSEDITOR:

VickyCampbell

There are many
effective ways of losing
track of acquaintances.
Some methods include
changing jobs, dropping
out of school, refusing to
attend the weekly Pi
Gimme Gimme meeting
or staying in your basement eating your cockroaches after they eat
your week-old Chinese food and listening to
Mazzy Star and Leonard Cohen for three
weeks after breaking up with your girlfriend.
Um, I knew someone once, he uh, no, not
me, er I don't know ...
Short of moving out of the state without
telling anyone where you are going, the most
effective method for a resident of Utah to
lose track of acquaintances may be to join or
leave a particular religion. This produces
instant new pseudo-friendships and makes
you an instant leper to old pseudo-friends.
If someone still comes to a wedding
reception (drunk ), when he isn't allowed into
the wedding ceremony. And if the groom is

JaredSterzer

on Christmas Eve, 300
happy to see him (drunk)
miles into Mexico , with no
there, the friendship will be
If the only time you
warning or time to prepare
d ifficu It to escape.
see a person is at the bar, yourself.
In most cases, however,
I had asked all of his
it is quite simple. If the only
it's hard to know how to pseudo-friends
in Logan,
time you see a person is at
react when you see them people who shared laughs
the bar, JUStstop going to
him during bar-night
the bar, and that will be the
carrying a big bag of dog with
rituals of staggering and
end of that. If the only time
laughing and puking and
you see a person is in the
food out.of Smith's.
crying, and found that he
chapel, stop going to
had disappeared on his
church and that will take
motorcycle more than three months ago. No
care of that. If you know a certain guy who
hugs you and tells you you're the best, man, one knew where he was. Now, three months
at the same time and place every week, just later, he was strolling down the same beach
where I sat staring open-mouthed in disbedon't be there at that time to hear it.
Logan is a small town , so this may not lief.
Once I delivered a pizza to someone I
completely save you from seeing these people. But if
see them carrying an enor- hadn 't seen in more than a year. I was intermous bag o dog food out of Smith's at 1 a.m. ested to know that he was back in town. I
some dark and snowy night, just walk right wondered , vaguely, what he had been up to,
by. You ,may look each other in the eye, but where he had been, who he had met, if his
plans had remained the same, etc., but I said
if you don 't say anything, neither will they.
Of course, others are harder to shake off. nothing. I stared, knowing very well who he
You may end up meeting them on a beach, was, and that he knew who I was. I gave him

rou
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IN llfE HEADLIGHTS
/ BrycePetersen

flATIJI\ESEDfl'OR:

CaseyHobson

fr<;>zenlasagna that day: lasagna
without meat, and lasagna with
reduced fat.
Frustrated, I pushed on a I ittle
further down the isle and found low
sodium entrees, reduced fat frozen
dinners, low sodium this, reduced
fat that, no sugar added , no flavor
here, no filling there. It was as if I
was stuck in some sort of nightmare!
I traveled to another section of
the store. The twisting front wheel
of my cart was growing more
obnoxious . I found Italian dressing
that didn 't contain oil , butter that
didn 't come from cows, cheese that
wouldn't melt in a microwave but
was somehow proven to be more
easily digested. Searching frantica lly for products that hadn't been
reduced from their original form
proved to be a daunting task.
Though the lack of flavor in food .
was my original concern , this was
now becoming more than just a flavor issue. Two additi onal points
came to mind.
First, if it's not fat in there, what
are they replac ing it with?
And second, how is it possible
that a product with "less" could
cost " more?"
Some of those " healthy choice"
dinners didn 't come with enough
food to phase a shrew, yet cost a
small fortune .
I' m a lightwe ight person. Some
people call me skinny, but I prefer
to be recognized as "small boned."
Because I' m a little underweight I
search for food that may help me
gain a little. Where are the labels
that read, "Fat Enhanced," "Yes,
Sugar Added," " Sodium to Taste,"
"Good Stuff Contained," and " Not
The
Healthiest
Choice
as
Determined
By a Handful of
Individuals, But By Far The Best
Choice as Determined By Everyone
Else?"
America is dying from a disease,
and it's brood ing in our grocer's
freezer. Show me the good stuff ...

Here are 50 ways to leave Your brothers

Statesman
STAFF
EorrOR-IN-OlllT.

happens to be American with the abroad, should be wary of strangers
voices dubbed.
and wear a bullet-proof vest. Okay,
Generally, the dubbing isn't so so I exaggerated a little. The letter
great but in the case of "The Nanny," said, "act with extreme caution and
played by squealing Fran D rescher, it leave your bazooka at home." I think
it said leave your bazooka at home
is a godsend.
When I first decided to spend a because Americans have a reputamonth in France,the fact that I didn 't tion for carrying guns and giving
speak a word of French didn't deter schools Swiss cheese appearances.
Speaking of cheese, the French
me. I bought a pocket dictionary and
thought afl my worries were over. In cheese is incredible! They have nearfact, they had just begun. One ly 200 different varieties that vary
impactful lesson I learnea in France with the region. The secret to the
was, at least in my case, evolution cheese is the amount of time it is
never occurred. Even a monkey can allowed to mold - the older and
open a door but I can't. I spent two smellier, the better. One small piece
hours locked outside my friend 's flat. of goat cheese, properly aged,
The really embarrassing thing was I should be able to make one's eyes
had the keys.
water from across the room.
Actually, now that I am back in
Eventually her neighbor noticed
my struggles and with the simple England, my eyes are still watering.
tum of the key let me into the apart- Maybe the smell of the cheese is
ment. I told him "merci beaucoup," trapped in my nostrils. Most Hkely
thank you very much, and other my overactive tear ducts are related
things such as blow out the candle. to my looming exams. I took a gamMy sparse French became barren ble on the world ending and left my
whenever I felt nervous.
books in England.
Unfortunately , New Year's Eve
The day I left England I received a
terrorist warning from the American came and went and the world kept
Embassy. It said something to the on spinning. Oh well. I still have a
effect that because Americans are week to study. Who knows? I might
headstrong, consumerist freaks who meet a terrorist sometime between
use and abuse other countries in now and next Friday.
order to achieve world domination , a
ElizabethLesteris a USU student
few people may be upset. According
studying in Englandfor the year.
to the letter, I, and all Americans

I sat down
one morning to
a pair of my
prize winning
French toasts, a
slab of Jimmy
Dean sausage,
a
generous
helping of golden brown maple syrup and a tall
glass of milk. With fork in hand, I
dug into the egg battered bread, lifted the morsel to my lips, then easily placed the package of breakfast
surprise into my starved, hungry
mouth. After a few chews, I
noticed something was horribly
wrong. Something didn't taste right.
"What could it be?" I wondered ...
the eggs were new, the bread was
fresh, the fork was clean ... Grasping
the syrup bottle I realized what had
happened. Printed across the label
in a boastful red type, as if such a
flaw were invaluable to society,
were the words "No Sugar Added."
I dropped my fork. No sugar
added!? Without sugar all that
could be left in a bottle of syrup
was the water, artificial flavoring
and color. Where did this bottle
come from? Who would ever purchase such a thing? On the back
label was a peculiar note to diabetics that read, "This product may be
useful in your diet on the advice of
a physician." Maybe I had mistaken
the product for cough syrup the last
time I was at the drug store. It was
my best explanation.
Wherever it came from , that bottle of syrup started a growing, personal awareness of the lack of good
food ihese days. Let me explain further.
I recently went shopping for
some lasagna. Now, being the single male that I am, cooking my own
fasagna from scratch was simply
not an option (If any females find
that statement remotely offensive; I
invite you to a lasagna cook-off that
would prove my point nice ly.)
Strolling my wire framed cart down
the frozen aisle, I stopped in front
of what I like to call the "Heat 'n'
Eat" section. I found two forms of

TECH VIEWS/ DavidIgnatius
How won derful to be
Steve Ballmer,
the new chief
executive
of
Microsoft , and
to know that you
don't have to
repeat the mistakes of your brilliant but flawed predecessor, Bill Gates.
Ballmer, above all, has a chance to
escape the trap of corporate hubris
that enveloped Gates as he battled the
Justice Department's antitrust suit.
This stopped being just a lawsuit several years ago for Gates; it became
personal, and that probably hurt the
company. He's free to settle the suit
and steer Microsoft into the open seas
of 21st-century competition. But how
should he do that? What's the best

'"

way for the new CEO to keep what's
best about Microsoft, while jettisoning
the parts that don't work?
Ballmer's job, in the simplest
terms, is to realize value for shareholders. That's every CEO's first
responsibility, but it's especially
important now, as Ballmer assesses
the Justice Department's reported
demand that Microsoft be broken up
as the price for settling the case. He
dismissedthe question at a news conference Thursday as "absolutely recklessand irresponsible," but he should
give the underlying issue careful
thought: Will shareholders be better
off if the company staysintact, or if it's
broken into pieces? The shareholder
argument for a breakup is simple:
Microsoft has become so big and
bureaucratic that it has lost the nimbleness and flexibility - and even

some of the aggressiveness- for
which it became famous.
Some industry analysts are convinced that Microsoft investors holding shares of these smaller software
tigers would do better in the long run
than if they cling to Gates' monolith .
" Our
recommendation
to
Microsoft is to take the bold step to
settle (the Department of Justice suit)
immediately and voluntarily spin-off a
set of technologically coherent companies whose mission is to produce
best-of-breedsoftware acrossall operating environments," w rote the
authors of the IDC study. " In this way,
Micro soft would adroitly maneuver
out of its current PRdisasterand away
from its PC-centricity."

Ignatiusis a columnistfor the
Washington Post.

his pizza , took his money , and said " Good
night."
If the only time you see a person is at the
bar, it's hard to know how to react when you
see them carrying a big bag of dog food out
of Smith's. If you are used to seeing someone
through the blurred and hazy glasses of a
packed and smoky basement, it's hard to
know what to do when you deliver a pizza
and they answer the door in their unde rwear .
If you only see a person wearing a suit and
tie, it's hard to know what to say when you
see him sweating and swearing in the HPER
building.
Thank goodness that chance or fate or
whatever won 't let you lose touch with
everyone you meet. Thank goodness there
are a few people in the world who will let
you affiliate both with them and with whatever religion or non-religion you wish. And
thank goodness we don 't have to be int imate
friends with everyone we meet forever.

Bryce Petersen is a journalism major and a
writer for The Utah Statesman.
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Indonesian religious violence continues
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MATARAM,Indonesia (AP)As an Islamic prayer call echoed
from a nearby mosque on the
balmy tourist island of Lombok,
a Muslim mob ransacked a
house abandoned by its terrified
Christian owners.
"God is great!" a teen-age boy
screamed as his friends pushed a
car out of the garage and turned
it over in the street. The crowd
scattered when a squad of riot
police arrived.
Muslim mobs targeted
Lombok's Christian minority for
a second day Tuesday, burning
and ransacking homes in the
main town of Mataram and forcing hundreds of tourists to flee.
Security forces fired warning

shots to stop one gang from
storming a police station, where
500 Christians had taken sheltered.
Tuesday's violence came a day
after mobs burned and desecrated a dozen churches and other
Christian places of worship in
Lombok, 670 miles east of
Jakarta.
Some fear religious intolerance, which has gripped another
part of eastern Indonesia for
more than a year, has taken root
in Lombok and could sweep
across the sprawling Southeast
Asian nation, putting at risk its
transition to democracy.
On Tuesday, gangs torched
two restaurants at Senggigi, on

the island's west coast. Most
nearby hotels had earlier evacuated their guests by sea ferry to
the neighboring island of Bali,
Indonesia's main vacation destination, There were no reports of
injuries.
In Mataram. small groups of
people sifted through the ashes
of burned churches.
One of the largest, the
Immune Protestant Church. was
ransacked and charred inside,
obscene graffiti daubed on its
walls.
"Be afraid pastor. the Muslims
will drink your blood ," was
scrawled across the entrance. The
words "public toilet" were written
where an altar once stood.

"Thousan ds of people
attacked the church. They
burned and smashed everything," said a man who identified
himself by the single name of
Fajaki. Neighbors said the
church's clergy had left the island
in fear.
Lombok, a picturesque volcanic island of palm-fringed
beaches and green rice fields, is
home to members of Indonesia's
three main faiths - majority
Islam, along with minority
Hinduism and Christianity.
Hundreds of Hindus barricaded their neighborhoods Tuesday
and carried spears and swords to
protect themselves against possible Muslim attacks.

Powers
objectto nominee
for Iraqinspection
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UNITED NATIONS (AP)Opposition mounted Tuesday to
Rolf Ekeus as the new U.N. chief
weapons inspector for Iraq, with
France and China joining Russia
in formally objecting to his nomination.
The Security Council was holding talks Tuesday afternoon to discuss the matter .
Ambassadors from Russia,
France and China sent the council
president, U.S. Ambassador
Richard Holbrooke, letters saying
they couldn't accept Ekeus, now
Sweden's ambassador to the
United States.
Ekeus headed the United
Nations' first inspection agency for
Iraq, the U.N. Special Commission,
which was created in 1991 after

the Gulf War to rid Iraq of its
weapons of mass destruction.
The Russian and French
ambassadors said Tuesday it was
Ekeus' association with the old
commission, tainted by allegations
of spying on behalf of the United
States, that made him unfit to
head the new agency. The U.N.
Monitoring, Verification and
Inspection Unit was created in
December to replace the Special
Commission.
The U.N. inspectors pulled out
of Iraq in December 1998, ahead
of US and British airstrikes, and
Baghdad has said they may not
return.
"Ambassador Ekeus· candidature - though we respect him
highly as a diplomat and very able
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"I loved the fact that it was
online," Wargin said. "I didn't
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specific time."
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personality - does not correspond
to the criteria of having a new
mechanism and ensuring the
cooperation on the part of Iraq,"
said Russian Ambassador Sergey
Lavrov,
It wasn't immediate ly clear
whether council members would
try to find a compromise among
themselves or ask SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan to come up
with another candidate,
Annan was still optimistic
council members might choose
Ekeus, said U.N. spokesman Fred
Eckhard.
"Twenty-five candidates already
considered and rejected doesn't
suggest that there are many
names left to consider," Eckhard
said Tuesday.

covering the 1997-1998 school
year, about 1.4 million students
were enrolled in college-level,
credit-granting distance education courses.
Regalbuto said professors must
be involved for online courses to
be successful,
He sees some advantages to
online learning, although he still
wouldn't support an entire online
undergraduate education
•
'1'erhaps the best of both
worlds is to be a resident student
with access to these online teaching tools, because some of them
are fantastic," Regalbuto said.
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the
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Kanther became the first victim
of.the scandal, announcing
Monday he would resign his seat
in parliament
Other suspicious transactions
include a $52,(0) cash handover
by businessman Karlheinz
Schreiber to Kohl aides in 1991.
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Schreiber, a central figure in the
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STOW-IT

Israeli official: U.S. failed in efforts

STORAGE CONTAINERS
UTAH'S1lliSI & BIGGEST
STORAGECONTAINERS

to contain Iran's nuclear capability
JERUSALEM(AP)- A senior Israeli
strike Israel. Sneh added.
defense official says U.S.efforts to contain
"It's clear that such missiles with such a
Iran's nuclear capability are a failure and it's
large radius and warhead capability are not
time to develop new strategies.
intended to solve their problems with Iraq,
Deputy Defense Minister Ephraim Sneh
their enemy neighbor," Sneh said.
said Tuesday that a news report
Israel is widely believed to
this week claiming that the CIA
have
nuclear weapons of its
'The United
believes Iran may be able to make
own, but has never publicly
nuclear weapons has sparked
States, to tell the acknowledged possessing
alarm in Israel.
them. Western intelligence
truth, failed in its reports say the country is the
"The United States, to tell the
truth, failed in its efforts to preefforts to prevent only nuclear power in the
vent this project." Sneh, who often
Mideast. and has a significant
speaks for Prime Minister Ehud
this project.'
stockpile.
Barak, told Israel radio. "We need
The New York Times
to continue to build against them
• EPHRAIMSNEH•
reported Monday that the CIA
a wall of deterrence, perhaps difDEPUTYDEITNSEMINISITR. could no longer rule out that
ferent and greater than the one we
Iran may be able to make a
have today."
nuclear bomb.
He would not elaborate, but Israel is
American and Israeli concern over the
actively pursuing peace talks with Syria in an Iranian projects has grown in the face of
effort to isolate the Islamic state, which
unsuccessful White House efforts to perIsrael has long designated as the most potent suade Russia not to provide missile and
threat in the region.
nuclear-power technology to Iran.
Sneh said Israel will continue to develop
Russian engineers are already building
its military deterrence capabilities to counter one reactor at a site in southern Iran under
Iranian missiles with a range large enough to an existing contract.

Sneh also blamed European states seeking
to expand trade with Iran for not cooperating with the U.S. efforts to stem the flow of
nuclear know-how into the Islamic state.
"European nations did not help the
United States with this and they weren't
really cooperative in the coalition against
Iranian achievement of nuclear capability.''
he said.
Sneh hinted that Israel may take action to
halt Iranian nuclear projects but said he
would not specify.
"There is a list of other things" that must
be done, he said. "But I'm not sure they
should be discussed publicly."
Sneh has said in the past that Israel
should consider a pre-emptive strike on Iran
to destroy its nuclear capabilities. In 1981.
Israeli fighter bombers destroyed a
nuclear reactor in Iraq shortly before it was
to become operational. Israel believed the
reactor would be used to manufacture
nuclear weapons .
Israel also has successfully tested the antimissile Arrow system, which was developed
in part as a defense against Iran's Shahab-3
missile.

For Sale Or Rent

No One Else In Utah Guarantees
Their Containers! We Do For
Two Full Years!

(801) 977-8885

experiments
Illinois
vet schoolputsendto someanimal-killing
CHAMPAIGN,Ill. (AP)Bowing to protests from stu dents , the University of Illinois
has suspended first-year veterinary school lab experiments
that can kill dogs, rabbits and
pigs.
The decision to stop such
, experiments through the spring
semester came after complaints
from veterinary students and

members of People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals.
Twenty-six students, or a
quarter of the first-year veterinary class, signed a petition last
fall saying they would not participate in animal labs during
the spring semester.
The veterinary school has
used about 100 dogs and pigs
annually to teach animal

physiology. including a course
in which students inject drugs
into dogs to change their
heartbeat or their rate of
breathing.
The students have called for
non-lethal alternatives to
accommodate students who
object, such as videotapes and
computer programs .
Officials said they will use

the spring semester to decide
whether to resume experiments or make some changes.
Veterinary college Dean Ted
Valli said the school also would
stop conducting experiments
using dogs bought through
means of animal dealers.
Critics say such dogs may be
obtained through theft or
other objectionable means.
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StudentShopping
Center
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.
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HELP WANTED
$1500weeklypotentialmailingourcirculars
.
For infocall203-977-1720

Needbabysitter
in myhomeWednesday
and Thurs•
daymorning
. GallLisa752-5515

SPENDYOURSUMMER
IN
MONTANA!
GLACIER
NATIONAL
PARK
Imagine
hikingoverthethousands
of milesof alNoteTaker
mostuntouched
trails,breathing
1nfreshcrispRock
Getsmart(er)by gettingpaidto takenotesin class.
Mountainair. Imagineconquering
thechallengeof
Versity.com
1snowhiringnotetakersfor morethan bikingthe famousGoing-to-the-SunHighwayorthe
fiftyof nextsemester's
classes.Eam$8-$14/class. thrillof whitewater
rafting,or settingupcampnextto
Applyonline@www
.versity.com
a turquoiseblueglacierlake.

Imaginenomore! St.MaryLodge,TheResortat
Glacieris hiringa selectfewfor the2000summer
season
. Benefitsincludeguaranteed
bonusand
lowcosthousing.Call(800)368-3689or e-mail
nameandmailingaddressto jobs@glcpark
.comfor
an application.Checkoutourwebsrteat
to learnabouttheopportunity
of a
Overwe
ight femalevolunteersneededto participate www.glcpark.com
in NutritionDept Study. Mustbe ages20-45,not lifetime!
breastfeedingand1ak1ng
birthcontrolpiRs.Compen$ationprovided
. PleasecontactAngle O7970896or nfs306@hotmail.com
Brandnew-inbox... INFINTYOVERTURE
2 SPEAKERS,3-wayfloorstanding
with dual 150 watt poweredsubwoofers.
Asking$675each,yousave$880
Part-timemriister of musicneededto coordinate a pair. Theysoundevenbetterthanthey look, and
musicprogramat growinglocalchurch.ContactSt.
theylook GREAT!WHIdemonstrate.Call
VerloHoJohn'sEpiscopal
Church752-0331.
well435-752-3459
Providence,
after6:00pm.
OFFICEWORKEREveninghours,full or part-time.
Spanisha plus.787-0175
.

FOR SALE

FREEBABYBOOMBOX
+

Earn$1200!
Fundraiserfor student
groups & organizations
. Earn
upto $4 perMasterCard
app. Call
forinfoor visnourwebsne
.
Qualifiedcallers receivea FREE
BabyBoomBox
1-800-93
2-0528ext.119or ext.125
www.ocmconcepts.com

000Youth programseeksUSUstudentsfor PR
AssistantFinanceDirector,GraphicDesignArtist,
PhotoJo~rnalist.Gainvaluableexperience,
flexible

SUMMERCAMPSiAFF only fun and energetic
peopleneedapply. WorkfortheGirtScoutsof Utah
June7. August20, 2000:waterfrontstaff(WSIi:erufied)unrtleadersand counselors,
health_supeMsor
,
horsebackridingstaff, programstaff, kttchenstaff,
and businessmanager.Mustbe at least1Bof age.
Roomandbeardprovided.Foranapplication
contact TracyHanksat (800)678-7809,ext. 59. Visrt
ourboothat thecareerFairFebruary
81

BusinesscalculatorHP 19811with instruct
ions
$75.00.CallMichelle755-9437after5.

Getting
Better by
the

to loseweight.100%Natural
andguaranteed
. FreeSamples.
1-888-530-7209

NICE t bdrm bsmt apt. Exe. location.$415/mo
.
Heat& util. pd. 245-6262

WANTED 1-2 bedroom apartmentfrom March
throughMay. John792-3191.

HPDesignJet600 Plotter.$2900.00o.b.o. Mustsell
quickly.CallJeremyat (801)288-2267
.

CARS & TRUCKS
86 SUZUKISamari4x4,15kmi on rebuilt
eng,newclutch,5spd,$1800obo. 755-8644
.

LOST & FOUND
SUMMER IOBS

FOUNDBlackLab X puppy,collarno tags, on the
Quad1/18. Call797-1067
or 752-1068.

FOUNDWOMAN
'S WEDDINGRING,1/12/2000,
nearmusicdept.in FAG, Callto identify, 257-5937
or emailcjfraser@
cc.usuedu

Lostset of keys. Key ringis red Swiss armyKntte

type. Lost 1/11. Pleasehelp! Emailmewith infor-

CAREER NEWS
http://www.usu.edu/career

The 10th annual Career Fair is
coming!
Career Fair 2000
Wednesday, March 1, 2000
Taggart Student Center

·Make a better impression ...
Sign ug as a Stud~nt Host at
Career Services.

UTAH
ENGELMANN
STARTING
AT 30¢

SPRUCE!
PER FOOT!

SATTERWHITE LOG HOMES
TOll

FREE

1-888-UTAH-MILL (1-888-882-4645)

SAVE$$$ BUILD YOUR OWN SHEDS & BARNS
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"Hi Rib" Steel Panels
Length of Panels

Galvanized37; s.f.
White, 42¢s.f.
Green,Brown44¢s.f.
Tan,Gray46¢ s.f.

8,

10'

12'
14,

METALMART
1200E. 100S. LEHI,UT•800-947-0479
Call For FREE Stock/Price List

10'
20'
Panels cover
3'-0 after lap

CustomsizesAvail, PriceVaries

M· F
•Sut,fect10 PriorSale•
8:00. 5:00
•FullLengths Only•
SAT8:30- Noon • Price Can Change•
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FINALLY A JOB WITH

FLEXIBLEHOURS
- Are you tired of having to choose between
work and school?
- Do you want a job that will work around

your schedule?
> If this is what you are_looking for, give us a call
at 753-1303, or stop by 22 East Center St.
and let us help you meet your financial
needs and still succeed in school.
We will even give you time off to take your tests
without any worries of losing your job.
1:1

Privateroomin housewith3 othergirts. Greatloca·
lion fabulousroommates
Januaryfree753-2189.

Western Wats is a marketing research
company, (NO SALES) that has you in mind.

Save$150USUhousingcontract. No deposnlNo
application
fee!801-964-2526

Storageuntts 6X12, and 12X24fencedw/locked
gate, goodrates. J&KStorage753-0653

Why rent whenyou can ownYorkshireVillage
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car garage, first time buyers programavailable.Model
homeat 1800North300 West,Logan,or call 755·
6699. www.yorkshlrevlllage.com

THE TIME

Is Now

SERVICES
AUDIO RESTORATION& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUND
HaveAll Yo1Jr
Cassettes/8
tracks/LP's
& DArs Dig~
tally Transferred
to CompactDiscs. We Offerthe
BEST SOUNDQUALITYAvailablein Utah With
SonicSolutionsNoNoise& CDPre-Mastering.
CassettetlPto CD=$25
DigitalAudioTapeto CD:$30
45-78rpmLP's/8track/Reel
to Reel
to CD= $35
All duplicatecopies $10each.
For MoreInformation
CallDave@ 770-2345
or
Email webmaste
r@spectradesign.com(Serving
CacheValleySince1976
Cable Customers!
nred of ratehikes?Geta FREE
TefevisionSystemTodayfSalt LakeCity Networks
Offered! And for a limnedtime FREEbasicInstall.
Call753-3358
.

www.losewtnow
.net.

CAMPTOWANDA
, POCONOM~UNTAINS
PENNSYLVANIA
100openingsfor postt1ve
role modelsto
be caring,sensrtive
counselors
. 'havethebestsummerever!"GREATSAL.ARIES
an~travelallowance
.
Interviews
duringSummerJob Fair,Tues. February

SIDING,
DECKING,
RAILING
&POST

PROFESSIONAL
STUDIO
EQUIPMENT

WANTED
HI-TECH STUFF

WANTED:
50 SeriousPeople

MUST SELL! Femalecontractat Oakridge
. Lacy
713-6313
. WillNegotiate.

(800) 370-0111

2438 W. 1100 S. Salt Lake City

mationsl3hc@cc.usu.edu

FOR RENT
1 monthsrentFREENICE3 bdapt
NS,ND,NP,W/Dhkp.752-4334
Closeto campusshareapartment
with3 othersingle males,4 quiet privaterooms,kitchen & tile
bath,NS, ND, no girls. Off street parkingbicycle
shed,$175/mo.cleaning
, security,& utilitydepost Inquireanytimebefore 4:30 pm,756 North600
East.
Housemate
Wanted
: Share2 bdrmhomew/hottub,
bigscreentv. Ownroom. Prefer grad'mature ind. NS
NP.Rent$275/month+ 112utilities. Call Tim @7531987or emailprimrose@burgoyne.com.

MaleRoomin house$210/single$105/shared
$100/dpst. NdNs. 305W 100S. 755-9906

Marriedstudents1-bedroom furn. Available now
nextto campusor two femalestudents NS,ND
,NP
752-2466.

CacheValleyStartersand Alternators,
Logan's
only remanufacturer
of startersand alternators
. We
haveourowntowtruck.Call753-1776or stopin at
303NorthMain,Logan

WEDDING SER -

"Thanks to the Sports Academy I can
stay in shape all 12 months of the year
and have more fun doing it."
PaulCracroft- Owner of SquareOne

GETTINGMARRIED?Exdusivenewline of wedding gownsand bridalaccessories
only at Avonlea
Boutique.Callfor privateappointment.
753-9766

IEWELRY
CertifiedJC Millennium
cut diamonds
. 88 facets.Gall
Joel Nelson collect in SLC 801-278-5230I
jnelson@br.state.ut
.us

INSTRUCTION
Blue Water Scuba of Logan, Logan's official air
station.We cantakecareof all your scubaneeds.
Sales,rentals,and instructions
. Classesare year
round,you can be certifiedin just two weekends!
Groupratesavailable
. For moreinfo. call752-1793.

MISCELLANEOUS

t

·

On
■11111s11,
ha

- Sports Academy

_

~~" -&
!!(ac qu e t C{u6
~ 1655 N 200 E •Logan• 753-7500

LOSEWEIGHT
SAFELY
EFFECT
IVEANDSAFE- OR.ACOMMENDED
Loseweightor yourmoneybaci(.www.yourhealth.netor 888-708-8345

National StudentExchangenow acceptingapplica
tions for academicyear2000-2001
. Universities
of
Hawai
i, Maryland,Georgia,Maine; OregonState;
CSU LosAngles,Northridge,
SanLuisObispo,Virginia Tech; HunterCollege,NY; just a fewof 150
schoolsto choosefrom. ContactAcademicServices,TSC302, 797-1132.

PERSONALS

Get started NOW at
Career Services, ground level,
University Inn. 797-7777

MUSTRENTASAPtownhome2 bedroom1 1/2
bath, w/d, dishwa
sher, garage,fencedbackyard.
$650/moCallGordon753-8076 or 757-1148. Leave
messageif nothome.

Be a studenthost at the 10thannualCareerFair
held on Wednesday
, Marcht . Signup at Career
Services, GroundLevel, UniversityInn. SEEYOU
ATTHEFAIR!

MUSTSELL! Femalecontract at Oakridge Amber
713-6313
. Willnegotiate!

Career Serviceshasa varietyof resourcesavailable
for students. S~rt networking
NOWfor yourfirstca-

981 SouthMain • SuiteF

753-7501

nut to Macey's)
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#0586,Typist, NEG
#0585,Manager& Servicer of Vaccuums,
#0587,Logistics Clerk, $7.74/hr
#0486, Pharmanex Representative, commission
#0584,Laborer,$6/hr
#0581,Nanny,Neg.
#0106,ResidentialCleaning,$7/hr
#0582,Landscaper,$6/hr
#0580,Book keeper,Neg.
#0407,Housecleaning,S6.00/hr
#0578,Job Coach,$7/hr
#0576,HousewaresClerk, 6.40/hr
#0575,HomePrice Changer,6.40 BOE
#0574,Service Deli Clerk, 6.70/hr
#0573,Order Entry/Phonesales, $7.00/hr
#0400,Housecleaning,Negotiable
#0571,Maintenance,NEG
#0753,Driver,NEG
#0036,Loan Agent, NEG
#0569,ComputerSales Technician,6.00/+
#0570,InventoryAdministrator,6.00/+
#0309,ProductionWorker,Piece Rate
#0572,Billings Clerk, Neg
#0472,Night-timecleanup, $6.50/hr
#0561,Laborers,GeneralOperators,
#0562,In-homeRespiteAide, BOE
#0565,Mover,$15/hr
#0564,Lube Technician,$6/hr
#0563,Age group swimiming coach, $7-8/hr
#0145,Hairstylist,
#0401,Office Cleaning,$6/hr
#0558,Floor Person, $6-8/hr
#0557,EngineeringTech,
#0556,MechanicalDrafter,
#0555,Housing Assistant, S7/hr
#0198,Delivery, $5.25/hr
#0560,Sales/Marketing,BOE
#0553,Food Service Worker,$6/hr
#0551,Part-timeServers,
#0550,Babysitter,$4.50/hr

*MORECARlOONS
10 TICKLE
YOO~IGTIME!!

Reality
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#0588,Receptionist,$6/hr
#0589,ComputerHelp, NEG/BOE
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#0549,Bus Driver,
#0548,Cook,
#0547,Dairy FanmWorker,NEG

ON-CAMPUS
JOBS
OF -n-tlS 7D CRoss 7½E Si:;,A

IN!

GOOD'1ttlN~ING-,51K
Sil'irE OF MltJl)!

reerposItIon.::,eeus In the UniversityInn,ground
level.

10475,Enumerators/CrewLeaders,$9.50/hr
S1'UDENT
EMPLOYMENT
10271,Market Research,5.50/hr
DayCare Manager,Negotiable
JOB
OFFERINGS #0368,
#0603,ProductionWorker,$7.20/star

Graduating
thisyear??? Recrurt,ng
deadlinesstart
as early as the middleof January. Start yourjob USU: Student Employment • OFF CAMPUS
searchNOWat the CareerServicesOtticelocated JOBS
on thegroundlevelof theUmvers,ty
Inn.
For details about off-campusjobs, see the job
board
al
TSC
106
or
visit
www.usu.edu/-studemp.
Kristen:Met you on the Snowbirdtram on 01/08,
whi'e you were teachingsnowboarding
to your #0527,DaycareAssistant, $5.15/hr
fnend. Sorrywe didn'thavemoretime. Let'sget in #0100,Aide for Person with Disability,$7.00/hr
touch.
Tad (from Atlanta). 770-437-8138. #1059,Cashier/CafeWorker,$5.15/hr
teepee@mindspnng.com
#0532,Elderly Care, Negotiable
#0624,Trainer/Intervener/Companion,
$7/hr
#0342,Carriersto deliver morning newspaper,
Wantnex1summer's
job to relateto yourmajorand #0161,Donut Fryer,$7.00/hr
helpyouto geta betterjob aftergraduation???
Start #0503,Waitress,
yourinternshipapplication
processNOW!
' Cometo #0427,SalesTeam,$7.00/hr
the CareerServicesOfficelocatedon the ground #0482,Custodian,$6.75/hr
levelof theUniversity
Inn.
#1109,PersonalAttendant, $5.15/hr

#0362,Production,$5.15/hr
#0363,Production,$5.15/hr
#0718,Production,$5.15/hr
#0385,Cook, Negotiable
#0186,PreschoolTeacher,$5.15/hr
#0381,DebateJudge, $30/day
#0226,Certified Nursing Assistant, $7.15/hr
#0196,Interviewer,$6·9/hr
#1096,HeavyDuty Packager,
$7/hr
#1106,EquipmentOperator,$7.75/hr
#0690,SandwhichMaker, $5.15/hr
#0720,Cook, Negotiable

#0710,CounterPerson,$6.00/hr
#0628, CustomerService Representative,
$7/hr
#1095,Foster/Proctor
Care,$500/month
#0141,Tumbling
Instructor,
$9/
10566, Cafeteria
Worker,$7.32/hr

For details about on-campusjobs, see the job
board
at
TSC
106
or
visit
www.usu.edu/~studemp.
#C275--00,
Janitor, $6/hr
#C084-00,Math Tutor ARC,
#C260-00,Lab Clerk, BOE
#C397-98,Single Student Housing Resident
Assistant,
#C096-99,Grill Cook,$5.15/hour
#C490-98,DishroomWorker,$5.15/hr
#P280-90,Animal Caretaker,$5.15/hr
#C367-99,A-TeamFacilitator,$5.30
#C029-99, Delivery and Freight Handler,
$5.15/hr
#C241-00
, Electronics Assistant, BOE
#C656-98
, Econ 1500 (SUCCESS)SI Leader,
$5.50/hr
#C235-00,LaboratoryAide, $5.15
#C286-99,Physics 1030SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#C665-95,Geol 1100 SI Leader,$5.50/hr
#C135-91,Intramural Official, $6 to $8 per
game
#C225-00,Lab Technician,
#C265-97,Substitute Activity Leader,$5.50/hr
#C274-91, Applied
Music
Instructor,
Negotiable
#C593-90,Piano Youth ConservatoryTeacher,
Negotiable
#C050-94, Undergraduate Teaching Fellow,
$5.15/hr
#C7t9-95, Undergrad Teaching Fellow-Music
Technology,$5.15/hr
#C171-95,Note Taker,$4.75/hr
#C126-00,MHR2990Assistant, $5.15/hr
#C538-95,Lab Assistant, $7.00/hrBOE
#C124-92, Speech Instructional Assistant,
$5.25/hr
#C208-96,Tutor,$5.25/hr
#C532-98,TechnicalAssistant, $5.50/hr
#C335-97,Biological Technician,$5.15/hr
#C501-99,Food Service Worker,$5.15/hr
#C263·95,Model (ArtClasses),$8.00/hr
#P017-93,Photographer,BOE
#C294-00,Grader,5.62/hr
#C427-98,UndergraduateLogistics Assistant,
BOE
#P018-93,Writer, BOE
#C249--00,
EquipmentWasher, $5.65/hr
#C180-92,GermanTA, $5.15/hr
#C298-00,Structural GeologyTutor, $6/hr
#C360-90,Security Officer, abovemin.
#P011-93,Tutor-Mathematics,
#C297-00,Web Designer,5.501hr
#C296-00,Lab Assistant, $5.15/hr
#C292-00,Secondary Science Education Lab
Assistant, $8/hr
#C246--00,
Lab Technician/assistant,$7.00/hr
#C291-00,TechnicalAssistant, $7.00/hr
#P140-93,Writing CenterTutor, 5.15
#C491-98,Food Services Worker,$5.15/hr
#C249-96,PeerAdviser, SS.15/hr
#C290-00,ProgramSpecialist, 5.75/hr
#C593·97,Technician,$6.00/hr
#C311-98,LABAIDE,$5.15/HR
#C113-00,Lab Assistant, $5.15
#C3TT-98,ComputerLab Consultant,5.151hr
#C283-00,Mechanical EngineeringAssistant,
BOE
#C286-00,GraduateAssistantship (ME),BOE
#C284-00,UndergraduateResearchAssistant,
BOE
#C285--00,
Office Assistant, BOE

This
Time
It Could
BeYour
Turn.
•Full-time and part-time shifts available
•Vacation, retirement plan, in-plant cafeteria
•Family Medical & Dental Coverage.
•Competitive Wages for Students!
•These benefits and others are also available.

STATEWIDE
ADS
BALLERINA
ORFOOTBALL
playerlYourbabywillbe
thetw,nkle
ofoureye.Wealthy,
loving,
adventurous
CCU
·
pielongto showera babywithlots of love& anention.
Willhelpw~hexpenses
. Please
callSusan&Steven·1·
800-866-2029

E.A. Miller

410 North 200 West, Hyrum - (801) 245-6456 ext. 246

Arts and LecturesCouncil
istakingapplications
for Spring
2CXX).
Work with the Lecture Series, Perfarming Arts
Series and Poetry & a beverage.
For more information call 797-1722
or pick up applicatons
••••cl•t••
••t• af
1nTSC 326.
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General Laborers Needed
Schreiber Foods , Inc., a world-class food manufacturing company, is
now staffing our Smithfield facilities. Our environment is unique
and allows our employees tc articipate adartners in our company!

6
OUALIFLATIONS
il'LUDE:

High School diploma or equivalent
Excellent Interpersonal Organizational Skills
Acceptable Score on Dexterity and Application Testing
Ability to work 8-12 hour shifts 7 days a week
Drug testing re=forallsuccessful
applicants
OUALTIY
ONMENf INCLUDES:
Competitive rates, General Labor, Full-time employement,
Graveyard or swing; complete benefits package; Education reimbursement program; skill certification & preformance incentive pay;
participation in company decisions, goals & objectives.
At Schreiber Foods, we are committed to quality through a shared
leadership team concept of quality principles and practices. It's not

just a jo~ ... it's a career!

Check with Student

Employment

in the

TSC for appllcatlon i~formatlon!
drrversandowner
ABORTION?
WHY?CONSIDER
Adoption.Warm, exp. co. driversFor experienced
1-800-441-4394.
For graduatestudents1·
secure,
l_oving
homeavailable
fornewborn
baby.Please operators
800-338-6428
callattorney
at 1-8ll0-606-4411
A-654
ADOPTIGN:•HOME
MOM
, lovingdad,searchfornewborn.Warmth,joy, love, laughter
. BeauMulseaside
house,
bestIWe
hasto offer.Expenses
paid.Erica/Harry
1-888-573-8237

START
YOUROWNbusiness!
Setyourownschedule.
Control
yourownincome.
Sellfromyourhome
, atwon<,
throughfundraisers.
Be an AvonRepiesentat1ve.
Can
888-942-4053

BILLING.
Earnexcellent
income!
Fulltraining.
M&W POLE BUILDINGS:20'x30'x10',$3044.00; MEDICAL
required.
Call toll freel 800·540-6333
ext.
24'x36'x10',
$3920.00;
30'x48'x10',
$5560.00.
Stallmats Computer
4"x6'x3/4',
$33 00.Manyotherbuilding
sizes.Krt,built, 2051
engineenng,
financing.
Freebrochure
. 1·888-336-8824.
AIRFORCE.
GREAT
careeropportunities
available
for
grads,ages17-27.
Plusupto$12,000
enlist·
STEELBUILDINGS
SALE:5,000+sizes.40x60X14, highschool
packet
call
$8,2:iG;50x75x14,$11,003;50x100x16,$14,551; mentbonusIfyouqualify!Foraninformation
orvisitwww.airforce
.com
60x100x16,
$16,t74.Min~storage
buildings,
40x160,
32 1-800-423-USAF
units,
$16,53-4
.
Free
brochures.
NEWS
WRITER/
Editorforsmalltownpaper
www.sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel
Buildings,
800-327- WANTED:
withbigcityideas.Look
ingfor strongwriterwithgump0790,Extension
79.
tionto goafterthewholestcxy.
Sendresume
withwrrt1ng
CountyCourier
, 525South
ALLSTEEL
BUILDINGS.
Newyearcloseoutspecials!
1- samplesto TheWasatch
Main,SurteB,HeberCity,UT84032or FAXto435-654800-973-3366
www.premiersteel.org
253
POSTAL
JOBS$48,323.00
yr. Nowhiring-no
experiDISTRIBUTORS
NEEDED!
Pocketor career
ence-paid
training-9
reat benefns.
Callfor lists,7 days. WATKINS
money,youdecide!Greatopportunity.
Noquotas.130
800•429-3660
ext.J954
yearoldcorrl)any.
Over375products.
Call1·800·940WARNING!
THEBIGGEST
Opp.to hrtAmerica
in the 55t 5 IndRep.
last10years!Freevideo
. Callnowl800-707-5003
ext.
DRIVERS- MARTENTRANSPORT.
LTD. Marten
1565
Transport
canpayyou-• 1year-$.29·2 years·$.30•3
years•$.31•4years- $.32• 5 years- $.33.Call1-800$500.00UNTILPAYDAY!
-Badcredit?No Credit?No 395-3342.
www.marten.com
problem!
Callustoday cashInyouraccount
tomorrow!
Fast& easyphoneapproval.
1-877-4-PAYDAY.
Payroll
Loans.
DRIVER
- INEXPER
IENCED?
LEARNto be an OTA
professlOl'\8I
froma topcarrier.Greatpay,executiveCASHIMMEDIATE
- $$$ Upfrontcashfor income stylebenefits
andconventional
equipment.
Calltodayl
streamsfromprivatenotes,realestate,annuities
and U.S.Xpress
888-936-3338.
insurance
payments,
vlaticalsenlements.
CallDawnat
JG Wentworth
1-800-454-9368
NANNIES:
SEEKING
EXCELLENT
childcare
providers
Full-time,
live-in,EastCoasttoWestCoastGreatbeneGETOUTOFDEBTnow!Consolidate
yourbins,lower lrts& salary.Airfarepaid.CallHelpers
West801-546monthly
payments,
save$1,000's
in interestFreecon- 3888.
sultation. Non-profit. Metropolitan Financial
Management
toll-free
t-877-975-1994 BUILD
YOUROWNhome.Youserveasprojectmanagwww.debtcutter.org
er and save. We'llguideyou. 100%financing.
Your
effortsearnequity.COBSHomes
1-888-477-2627
OVERYOURHEADin debt???Do you needmore
breathing
room???
Debtconsolidation,
no qualifying!!! WINTER
LANDSALE!6 AC-$29,900
privatelake!Price
'Free
consultation (800)
556-1548. reduced
on Idaho'sbestkeptmountain
secretlocated
www.anewhorizon.org L,cenced,
bonded, shortdrivefromBoise!Remote,
private,pristine& very
nonproliVnational
co.
accessible.
Enjoyprivatetrout-stockedlake.Easily
access1,000's
of acresNat'IForest.
Surveyed,
warranRECEIVING
PAYMENTS?
LUMPsumscashpaidfor ty deed,excellentfinancing.
Ask aboutunadvertised
seller-financed
notes& deedsof trust,real estatecon- JanuarybonuslCallownernow800-488·5506,
8:30·
tracts,structured
insurancesettlements,
lonerywin- 8:30.
nings.Cascade
Funding,
Inc.1-800-476-9644
40% OFF LENOXCarbonbandsaw blades.Utah
HOMEOWNERS
SAVE$50,000
TO$150,000
in mort- Saworks
427North300West,SLC,Utah364-7146
Fax
gageinterestll!
Freeservice!
Send#10SAS.E.forf(ee 575-6086
VisaMasterCard.Wedo sawsharpening.
info.C&HMortgage
Manager,
388N. 850E., Ephraim,
UT84627
GATEWAY
COMPUTERS
... FACTORY
direct$0 down.
Low monthlypayment.Pentium111-600
available.
DRIVERS
... HIRINGDRIVERS
& teams!Ask about Resolved
credl1
problems
OK!CallbyJan.21,for free
sign-onbonus!CDL trainingavailable!Excellent pnnter.
OMC800-477-9016
CodeVN03.
paylbenelrts,
assigned
equipment,
consistent
miles,job
stability.
SwiftTransportation.
1-888-490·8343
(eoe-mlf) WOLF
F TANNING
BEDS.Tanat home!8'.Jydirectand
save!CommerciaV
Homeunrtsfrom $199.00.Low
payments.
Freecolorcatalog.
Calltoday1-800DRIVERCOVENANT
TRANSPORT
·coast to coast monthly
842·1310
runs'Teamsstart35c-37c'$1,000sign-onbonusfor
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NOT VALID WITHANY OTHEROFFER.EXPIRES
01/30/00.
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